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Chapter 1  Demonstration of ESP 
 

The Application... 
 
The tour of ESP Process is based on a sample application of ESP, a pH neutralization 
problem. Suppose we have two waste streams that must be mixed together. One of the 
streams is an acid stream (in that the pH is less than 7.0 at room temperature) and the 
other stream is a base stream. We know from general chemistry that when acid and base 
streams mix, generally heat is evolved resulting in gases being produced. In addition, if 
the pH changes significantly, solids may form. 

 
We want to treat any resulting gases from this mixing separately (we may need to recover 
the gases for another process) and we also want to remove any solids which may form. 
Finally, we want to make sure that the pH of the resulting liquid has been made basic. 
 
 

Formulating the Process...  
The following diagram shows the NEUTRAL 1 process. 
 

 
ESP Process Diagram 
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Process Inlet Stream Definition 
 Base Waste Acid Waste Caustic Reagent 
Temperature oC 40 25 30 
Pressure (Atm) 1 1 1 
Total Flow (mole/h) 200 150 100 
H2O 55.51 55.51 55.51 
NH3 1.0 0 0 
CO2 0.1 0 0 
SO2 0.1 0 0 
HCL 0 0.1 0 
H2SO4 0 1.0 0 
NAOH 0 0 1.0 
 
 
MIX1 is a mixer which adiabatically mixes the acid stream and the base stream. The 
resultant stream has a pH, temperature and composition different from those of the inlet 
streams.  
 
The next block chosen is a separator called SEPARATE1. This unit allows us to 
physically separate the multi-phase product stream from MIX1 into separate vapor, liquid 
and solids streams. 
 
The combination of the mixer and separator represents a surge tank. Generally, a surge 
tank would be used in a pH neutralization process to dampen flow and composition 
fluctuations as well as to vent vapor release and to settle solids.  

 
The neutralizer block then adds a reagent to adjust the pH of the liquid from that of the 
separator effluent liquid to the desired value. 
 
The following instructions are designed to take you on a tour through some of the 
interesting features of the ESP Process Analysis facilities. 
 

The Tour Starts Here... 
The program will automatically start all program files in the \My Documents\My OLI 
Cases\ESP 7.0 directory. For this course, we should work in a different directory.  
Start the OLI/ESP program by double-clicking the icon. 
 
After a few moments the main ESP window will appear1. 

                                                 
1You may see different programs displayed depending on your licensing options. 
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 ESP Main Window 

 
Use Windows Explorer to create the following set of folders and sub-folders. The white 
line at the bottom of the screen indicates the current folder. In this case, the default folder 
is: \My Documents\My OLI Cases\OLI Courses. 
 
Alternatively you can use the Options action and create the folder from within ESP. 
To change the working folder to the course folder, follow these steps. 
1. Use the <Action> F10 key or the mouse to select Options from the Action Line. 

 
 Options Action 

This will display a traditional windows dialog. 
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 Folder Manager 

 
2. Navigate to the My OLI Cases folder under My Documents and use the Make New 

Folder button to create a folder named OLI Courses. 
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3. Click on OK to continue 
4. Press the <ESC> key to return to the main window. 

 
You will now be returned to the initial window of ESP, - “Selecting Which Program?”. 
The line for selecting the ESP Process program should be highlighted. Just press 
<Enter> to access the process simulation system.  
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Selecting which process 

 
Assuming you are in the ESP working directory, the first line “New Process” is 
highlighted. Simply press <Enter> and you will be prompted to enter a name for this 
process.  

 
Blank Process Name 
Type the name NEUTRAL1 and press <Enter>. (For consistency we will be using all 
caps throughout tour, names are case sensitive.)  

 
NEUTRAL1 process name entered 

 
ESP has its roots as a DOS based program. Therefore some names that we assign are 
limited by the DOS file naming conventions. The name of the process (which is actually a 
file on the hard disk) is such a file. This name (without the extension) is limited to 8 
characters 
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Defining the Chemistry Model... 
 

You will now see a display which reflects the four distinct steps, called Modes, 
applicable to preparing a simulation: Chemistry Model, Process Build, Process Analysis, 
Summary.  

 
Working in which mode? 
 
We can begin the process by highlighting Chemistry Model and pressing <Enter>. 
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Selecting which chemistry model 

 
The cursor should be highlighting “New Model”. If not, press the up arrow key to 
highlight it.   Press <Enter>, and ESP will prompt for a name for the Chemistry Model. 
(Once we enter a given combination of chemicals and make a Chemistry Model, that 
Model may be used for many simulations in ESP.) 

 
Enter a model name 
We can also call this Chemistry Model NEUTRAL1. Now press <Enter> and the single 
chemical H2O will appear at the top of an otherwise empty list of inflows 
 

Model Name Entered 

 
You will now be asked to select a thermodynamic framework. Select the Aqueous 
Framework by positioning the cursor and then pressing the spacebar. 
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Thermodynamic Framework Selection 

 
You can specify up to 10 additional databases2. The databases are ranked in order with 
“1” having the highest priority. The PUBLIC database is always used in the aqueous 
framework and does not need to be specified. The same holds true for the Mixed-Solvent 
Electrolyte framework in that the MSEPUB database is always used. 
 

 
Database Selection 

 
Press the Enter key to continue. 

                                                 
2This is commonly referred to as Private Databases 
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The Inflow Dialog 

 
The next step is to enter the names of the other chemicals in your system. Enter the 
names NH3, CO2, SO2, HCL, H2SO4 and NAOH. Enter each name on a separate line. 
Simply press <Enter> or use the down arrow after entering each name. 
 

 
The finished list 

 
If ESP does not recognize a name, a warning message will appear at the bottom of the 
screen. If the ESP name for a chemical is different than the name entered, ESP will 
display a message and change that name. When all names have been entered, simply 
press <Enter> on the next blank field to save your edit. 
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You will now be prompted for the phases to consider in the simulation. Phases are 
selected by highlighting the relevant phase and then pressing the <Space Bar> as 
indicated on the screen 

 
Phase Selection 

Most times you will be using the default phases. Simply press the enter key to continue. 

 
For this example, we ask that you select the default which is the Vapor and Solid Phases 
in addition to the aqueous. You make this choice by pressing <Enter> 

 
The first Bypass-Continue dialog 

 
You will be asked to confirm that a Model Definition should be created. Answer 
affirmatively by pressing <Enter> on the Continue field. (Once you have already 
created a Model Definition, you will find it quicker to bypass this step.) 
 
ESP will automatically create a Chemistry Model Definition file which will contain the 
full speciation in all phases implied by your chemicals as well as all equilibria between 
phases and within the aqueous phase. When it is completed you will be prompted to 
press any key to continue.  
 
Press any key to continue. 
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After the Chemistry Model Definition has been created, you have an opportunity to 
review the Chemistry Model Definition File 

 
Model Sections 

 
At this point you will be asked to create the rest of the files needed for the Model Solver. 
You should select Continue by pressing <Enter>.  

 
The second Bypass-Continue Dialog 
 
This step, which serves to create a customized equation file and a customized 
thermodynamic data file, specific to your chemistry, takes no more than a very few 
minutes to complete in most cases. When the Generate step is complete you will be 
prompted to “Press any key to continue”. Press any key to continue. 
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Model Generation Finished 

 
Select Exit to finish the chemistry model generation. When the original screen which 
allowed you to begin Chemistry Model is refreshed (See, Working in which mode?) you 
have completed preparing the Chemistry Model and you are now free to run any number 
of process simulations utilizing this chemistry or any subset thereof.  
 

We are now ready to proceed with the next step on the tour. 
 

Preparing to Build the Process (Process Build) 
 
We are ready to define the individual unit operations which make up the process shown 
in ESP Process Diagram 
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First, highlight the Process Build line on the current screen and then press <Enter>. 
Refer to Working in which mode?. You will now see a series of unit operation  groups 
(called blocks), each containing several ESP Process Blocks 
 

 
New Unit Operations 

 
When you first begin a process, no blocks yet exist. You will always see the menu of unit 
operations when adding a New Block 
 
The first block we are interested in is Conventional Blocks. This selection should 
already be highlighted so simply press <Enter> to continue. 
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Conventional Unit Operations 
 

Defining the MIX Block 
We will now see several icons for individual blocks that are available. The Mix Block 
should be highlighted, so just press <Enter> to access the facilities for describing the 
Mix Block.  
 
The Mix Block schematic will now appear on the screen with the cursor set at the Block 
Name field. Simply type the name MIX1 and press <Enter>.  

 
The MIX Block 
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Moving around on this screen is simple. Use the arrow keys to move forwards or 
backwards. Pressing enter on a stream will bring up a stream definition.  
The <Action Key> will toggle you up to the action line (the line at the top of the screen) 
 
The cursor is now at the name for the first feed stream. Simply type BASE WASTE and 
press <Enter>. 

 
Entering the stream BASE WASTE 
 
You will now be prompted to fill out the description of the physical state of the first feed 
stream. You want to simply enter the values shown in 
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Process Inlet Stream Definition for this stream. 

 
Base Waste Composition  
 
First, however, you may need to change the default units to metric. This is done by 
pressing the <Action Key> and highlighting the Units facility on the Action Bar. Once 
this is done, press <Enter> and a units selection window will be activated. 
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The ESP Units Panel 
You are not limited to just the standard set of units. Pressing the down arrow key to the 
item of interest (like Total Flow) and then pressing the <Enter> key alters just that field. 
You can also use the Mouse and left-click the field of interest 
 
Use the right arrow to toggle the first field to METRIC and then press <Enter>. Metric 
will now be the default for the balance of this session. Now, enter the values shown for 
this stream as shown in 
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Process Inlet Stream Definition. When all values have been entered, press the <End> key 
or <Esc> key to move along. 
 
You will now be prompted to enter the name of the second feed stream. Simply type 
ACID WASTE in the (Optional) stream and press <Enter>. 

 
Acid Waste Stream 
 
Once again, you will be prompted to fill out the description of the physical state of the 
second feed stream. Again, you should utilize the values shown in 
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Process Inlet Stream Definition, but this time there will be no need to use the Action Bar 
to change units. When this step is complete, return via <End> or <Esc>. 
 
You will now be prompted to enter the name of the product stream. Simply type MIXED 
WASTE and press <Enter>. 
 

 
The completed Mix 1 block 

 
A window which will ask you for the Type of Equil Calc will appear.  

 
Calculation Types 
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Select Adiabatic and press <Enter> to continue.  

 
Pressure Drop Dialog 

 
You will now enter a screen which prompts for a pressure or pressure drop. Just press 
<End> to default to the feed pressure. At this point the description of the Mix Block is 
complete.  
 
You can use the File facility to exit the block, or simply use <Esc>, where you will be 
asked if you are saving the data. Save should be highlighted, and then press <Enter>. 
You can explicitly request that the data be checked using the Check Action; however, a 
block is automatically checked for errors and inconsistencies when saving the data. 

Describing the Separator Block... 

 
Adding additional blocks 

 
You will now see a screen which reflects the Mix Block as well as New Block. Move to 
New Block and press <Enter>. (See, New Unit Operations). The next block is also a 
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Conventional Block, so simply press <Enter> (See, Conventional Unit Operations). 
Then, use the Arrow Keys to move to the Separate Block and press <Enter>. 

 
Selecting a Separator Block 

 

 
The Separator Block 

 
You should now see the schematic for the Separate Block. As before, you initially need 
to type a name for the block. Type SEPARATE1 and press <Enter>.  
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Connecting a stream from an upstream unit 

 
A nice feature of ESP is that if you press <Enter> on a blank line, a list of available 
streams will appear. The stream MIXED WASTE is now available to connect to this unit. 

 
Selecting the available stream “Mixed Waste” 

 
You are now being prompted for the feed stream to the Separator. Enter the name 
MIXED WASTE and press <Enter>. Note that you are not prompted for the feed stream 
state because ESP realizes that this stream was a product stream from another block 
(MIX1). (Note that ESP Process only matches identical stream names.) 
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The vapor product stream should be named SEPD VAPOR, and the aqueous product 
stream will be named SEPD LIQUID. 
 

 
The completed separator block 

 
If you did not specify an “Organic Stream” and the organic phase did exist, then the 
organic liquid ends up in the LIQUID stream 
 
You are now being prompted for the organic product stream name. Use the down arrow 
to move to the solid product, since we did not include an organic liquid phase in the 
Chemistry Model for NEUTRAL1. The solid product stream name is SEPD SOLID. 
 
The SEPARATOR block has the same calculation types as does the MIXER. In fact, the 
separator block is recommended over the MIXER because phase separation occurs on 
just one step 
 
After you finish entering the solid stream name a list of unit parameters will appear. You 
will be given a choice of Entrainment or Equil Calc types.  
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Separator Calculation Options.3 
This example has no entrainment so we will skip that choice. Select Equil Calc types and 
then Adiabatic Enter a pressure of 1.0 atmospheres. Now press <Esc> 
 
Using <Esc> repetitively to leave the block, the prompt as to whether or not to save the 
description of the Separator appears. Be sure SAVE is highlighted and press <Enter> to 
check the data, save the data, and leave the block. 

Describing the Neutralizer Block... 
 
You will now see three lines; one for the Mix Block (MIX1), one for the Separator Block 
(SEPARATE1) and one for New Block.  
 

 
 

                                                 
3 With the release of ESP 7.0.53 a new calculation option has been introduced. This is the concept of a 
KEY Component. This allows us to specify at what concentration of a component that a stream will be 
“Organic” or “Aqueous”. Usually this key component is water and is normally used for MSE models. 
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Move to New Block and press <Enter>.  

 
 
Then from the Environmental Blocks select the Neutralizer.  
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The Neutralizer Block 

 

Remember, the stream pictured at the top of the diagram is the reagent stream.The flow rate of the stream 
will be adjusted to match the desired pH of 9.0. The initial flow of 100 moles/hr is only a guess 
 
You should see the schematic for the Neutralizer Block. As before, the first field to 
describe is the name for the process. Simply type NEUTRALIZE1 and press <Enter>. 
The name of the first feed stream? By position you can see that this is the reagent stream. 
Enter the name CAUSTIC REAGENT and press <Enter>. 
 
The window for describing the state of the feed stream will now be activated. The values, 
already assumed to be in METRIC, should be entered based upon the detail provided in 
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Process Inlet Stream Definition.  
 

 
Caustic Reagent Stream 
 
Once this is complete, simply press <Enter> and then <Esc> to move onto the next 
stream. 
 
You will now be prompted to enter the name of the second feed stream. Type the name 
SEPD LIQUID (a product stream from the Separator Block) and press <Enter> 
 
Remember, you can press <Enter> on a blank line to bring up a list of available stream 
 
The name of the product will be NEUTRALIZED LIQ. Enter that name then press 
<Enter>. You will now be prompted to select the type of neutralizer.  

 
Neutralizer Calculation Options 
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Select “Fix pH” and press <Enter>.  

 
Fix pH Options 

 
At the prompt for a value for pH, enter 9.0 and press <Enter>, then <Esc> back to the 
Neutralizer schematic. 
 
Press <Esc> once again to leave the block and press <Enter> to Save the information 
you provided. 
 

 
Existing Blocks 

 
The Process Block Summary shows all three blocks in our process. Select Exit to return 
to the Working in Which Mode screen (See, Working in which mode?); we are now 
ready to go to Process Analysis. 
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Simulating the Process... 

 
Select Process Analysis 

 
Select Process Analysis and press <Enter>.  
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Working with which analysis area? 

 
The “home screen” of Process Analysis displays what results are available to be viewed. 
On this screen Calculate should already be highlighted so just press <Enter> to run the 
simulation 
 
When selecting Process Analysis for the first time for a process you can do nothing but 
CALCULATE. The Action Line contains many items that may help you ease the 
calculation towards convergence. These will be explained in a later section 
 

Once the simulation is complete, we will be prompted to Press any key to continue. 
Press any key and we can then examine the results of simulation. 

 
Examining the Results... 
 
There are two ways to access information generated from the simulation. One is display 
the Stream and Block results from within the Process Analysis mode. The other is to 
move to the Summary mode, which will allow a report of the Stream and Process Block 
results to be sent to the disk or printer.  
 
In this case, let us stay where we are (the Process Analysis mode) and select the Process 
Stream Results and press <Enter>.  
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Process Stream Results 

 
Now, various streams of interest can be perused. We suggest that CAUSTIC REAGENT 
(the flow-adjusted neutralizer feed stream) and NEUTRALIZED LIQ (the eventual, 
pH=9.0, process product stream) be reviewed.  
 
The stream listing follow this section. 

 
Caustic Stream Results 
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This is only a partial listing of the CAUSTIC REAGENT stream. Notice the <PgDn> 
marker at the lower right hand side? That is an indication that more information is 
available by paging down. 
 
The view action can alter the display of the data, you are encouraged to try it. You can 
also change units here without affecting the original set of units 
 

Caustic Reagent Stream Listing 
Stream NEUTRALIZED LIQ
Phase Aqueous
Temperature, C 39.9528
Pressure, atm 1
pH 9
Total mol/hr 595.0621
Flow Units mol/hr
H2O 584.945
CO2 8.36019E-05
NH3 1.41675
SO2 7.94195E-11
OHION 0.000447598
CO3ION 0.0195869
HCO3ION 0.0816527
HION 1.7655E-08
HSO3ION 0.00126007
NH2CO2ION 0.0154501
NH4ION 1.70355
S2O5ION 6.90313E-12
SO3ION 0.335732
H2SO4 1.00097E-27
HCL 2.65148E-16
HSO4ION 4.8644E-08
CLION 0.264971
SO4ION 1.5943
NH4SO4ION 0.390967
NAION 3.61725
NAHCO3 0.00824895
NACO3ION 0.0023712
NASO4ION 0.664444
Total g/hr 10997.2
Volume, m3/hr 0.010764
Enthalpy, cal/hr -40801000
Density, g/m3 1021670
Osmotic Pres, atm 20.1917
Ionic Strength 0.68993  
This stream does not contain a vapor, organic or solid phases 
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Neutralized Liq Stream Listing 
Stream NEUTRALIZED LIQ
Phase Aqueous
Temperature, C 39.9528
Pressure, atm 1
pH 9
Total mol/hr 595.0621
Flow Units mol/hr
H2O 584.945
CO2 8.36019E-05
NH3 1.41675
SO2 7.94195E-11
OHION 0.000447598
CO3ION 0.0195869
HCO3ION 0.0816527
HION 1.7655E-08
HSO3ION 0.00126007
NH2CO2ION 0.0154501
NH4ION 1.70355
S2O5ION 6.90313E-12
SO3ION 0.335732
H2SO4 1.00097E-27
HCL 2.65148E-16
HSO4ION 4.8644E-08
CLION 0.264971
SO4ION 1.5943
NH4SO4ION 0.390967
NAION 3.61725
NAHCO3 0.00824895
NACO3ION 0.0023712
NASO4ION 0.664444
Total g/hr 10997.2
Volume, m3/hr 0.010764
Enthalpy, cal/hr -40801000
Density, g/m3 1021670
Osmotic Pres, atm 20.1917
Ionic Strength 0.68993  
This stream does not contain a vapor, organic or solids phases. 
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Process Controllers 
Now that we have used ESP in a variety of ways, we will now expand on the concepts we 
have learned. 
 
ESP is much more than simply linking together several blocks or performing parametric 
calculations. ESP can model complicated processes and phenomena. We will now begin 
to look at three new concepts: Controllers, Recycle and Biotreatment. 
 
One of the new concepts  is the use of a unit operation called a control block.  Controllers 
can be employed to set specifications for temperature, pressure, pH, composition or flow 
on any stream in the flowsheet and then to adjust appropriate flowsheet unit or stream 
parameters to meet these specifications.   
 
Frequently the adjustment of pH requires the Neutralizer Block to perform a difficult 
calculation. The calculation is difficult because the set point of the Neutralizer may be on 
the steep part of the titration curve or there may be significant phenomenological changes 
that occur while the unit is adjusting the pH. 
 
Some other parameters that can be controlled are: 
• pH 
• Temperature 
• Pressure 
• Flow 
• Concentration 
• Oxidation/Reduction Potential 

 
Frequently the Neutralizer Block is not a suitable block because: 
• To control the pH you must adjust another upstream or downstream block 
• You need to control something other than pH 
• The set point may be an impossible case. 
 

The pH of a system may be limited by phase existence.  For example, the below plot 
shows the pH response to an acid gas (chlorine) that is being titrated with a caustic 
solution. 
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pH v. NaOH, with a limiting value in pH. 

 
If the desired pH is 8.0 or greater, then the neutralizer will not work. When this occurs, a 
Manipulate/Control block scheme is more appropriate to use. This scheme requires more 
set up and execution time but is an “Easier” mathematical calculation.  
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The Application with Process Controllers… 
In this application we will rebuild the example process NEUTRAL1 using a pH control 
loop rather than the neutralizer block4.  We frequently use a control loop for pH in cases 
where the set point of the controller is near the equivalence point of the solution (an area 
in which mathematical solutions are difficult to obtain).   
 
We will be re-using portions of the NEUTRAL1 process5 described in the ESP Process 
Tour.  There are several aspects to keep in mind;  
 

1. A chemistry model already exists for this process (NEUTRAL1) so you do not 
need to re-generate the chemistry,  

2. Do not enter any information for the neutralizer since we are replacing that unit.  
The revised process diagram can be seen in The Revised Neutral1 process with 
controller 

 
The Revised Neutral1 process with controller 

                                                 
4 We are assuming that you have completed this tour in a previous chapter. 
5 Or use the name you supplied 
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Formulating the Process 
 
As a general principle, you should make a back up copy of the input file before making 
any significant changes. To do this, exit ESP and issue this command from the DOS 
prompt (all on one line, of course) copy NEUTRAL1.BIN NEUTRAL2.BIN 
 
This makes a second copy of the file. 
 
You should be familiar with starting ESP by this point. We will no longer be expanding 
on the basics of the program.  
 
We will be modifying the Neutral1 process. 
 
• Select "ESP Process" 
• Select "NEUTRAL1" 
• Select “Process Build” 
 
If the process does not exist you will need to recreate it based on the instructions in 
previous section 

 
 

 
Existing blocks and the Action Menu 

 
Since the Neutralizer block is no longer needed, we need to delete it. On the menu which 
displays the process blocks, select the File action and press <Enter> 
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File Actions, Delete 

 
This will bring up a menu of choices. Position the cursor on Delete Block and press 
<Enter>. 
 

 

Select block to delete 

 
A list of the existing block names will be displayed. Position the cursor on the 
Neutralizer1 Block (this should be the third item) and then press <Enter>. This will 
delete the block but not delete any connected streams such as the CAUSTIC REAGENT 
stream. 
 
WARNING! This step is not reversible. Once the block is deleted, it can not be 
recovered. Make backups!!! 
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The Neutralizer block has now been deleted.  We can now add the manipulate and control 
blocks. 

 
Describing the Manipulate Block 
 
The Manipulate block is a special block in ESP. It is the only unit operation that was 
designed not to mass balance. In other words, what comes in does not necessarily equal 
what goes out. 
 
The Manipulate block has two basic types, a flow manipulate block (the most common) 
and a component manipulate block. A flow manipulate block simply multiplies the inlet 
flowrate by some factor and that becomes the outlet flowrate. 
 
Flowinlet * Factor = Flowoutlet 
 
The component manipulate block is somewhat more complicated. In this block, the total 
flow is constant but the flowrate of a specific component is adjusted by the factor. 

 
Flow(speciesi)inlet * Factor = Flow(speciesi)outlet 

 
In each case, the Factor adjustable by a controller. 
 
• Now, select New Block and press <Enter>.   
• Then from ESP Control Blocks select Manipulate 
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You should now see a schematic for the Manipulate block.   
 

 
 
For the name of the block type in CAUSTIC MANIPULATE.  When using 
control/manipulate blocks it is generally recommended that the type of the block (in this 
case "Manipulate") be included in the name.  This makes identifying the block, from a 
list of blocks, easier. 
 
A helpful trick is to press <Enter> on a blank field. A list of available streams will be displayed. CAUSTIC 
REAGENT should be on this list. 
 
• Enter the name CAUSTIC REAGENT on the inlet stream.  The stream is still 

available after we deleted the block. If you typed the name correctly, the stream 
conditions should appear already filled out. 

• On the outlet stream enter the name ADJUSTED CAUSTIC.  Again, it is a good idea 
to name the stream in a manner which indicates that a Manipulate block has acted on 
the stream. 
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• Press <Enter> after naming the outlet stream. A blue/white box should appear 

(referred to as the "Parameter List") indicating which parameters may be 
manipulated: Total Flow or Stream Components.   

 

 
• Select Total Flow and enter 1.0 as a value. 
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• Press the <End> key twice to save this block and return to the Process Block list. 

Describing the Second Mix Block 
• Again, select New Block and press the <Enter> key.  Now select Conventional 

Blocks from the menu.  Finally, select Mix as the next block. 
• This mix block is similar to the first mix block.  Use the title NEUTRALIZE2 as the 

name. 
• On the first inlet stream enter the name SEPD LIQUID making sure you have spelled 

the stream correctly.  Alternatively, you may press the <Enter> key on the blank field 
and a list of available streams should be displayed.  Move the cursor to SEPD 
LIQUID and press <Enter>. 

•  
The stream pop-up list may appear to be truncated. Look for the name that closest 
resembles your stream 
 
• on the second stream press <Enter> and select ADJUSTED CAUSTIC from the list. 
• For the outlet stream enter the name NEUTRALIZED LIQ and press the <Enter> 

key. As with the first mixer you will be asked for the type of calculation. Select 
Adiabatic from this list and then press <Esc> repetitively and Save the block. 

• Please note: Unlike the previous process, we are not defining the set point pH in this 
block. That will be done in the next block. 
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Describing the Control Block 
A control block measures some parameter like pH and compares that value to a preset 
value know as the set point. Based on the difference from the set point (positive or 
negative) the controller will adjust the Factor of some block. 
 
In the case of a pH controller, the controller will determine if the Factor needs to be 
increased (adding reagent) or decreased (reducing reagent) to match the set point. 
 
• Select New Block and then ESP Control Blocks.  From this menu select Controller. 
• For the name of this block we recommend PH CONTROL once again following the 

recommendation that the type of block be included in the name. 
• For the Specification Stream, the stream which will be monitored by the controller, 

press <Enter> on the blank field and select NEUTRALIZED LIQ from the list. 
• For the Specification Type: press <Enter> on the blank field and select pH.  
• On the next field enter the desired pH of 9.0. 
• In the section "...to be Controlled by Process Block"  Press <Enter> on the blank field 

and select CAUSTIC MANIPULATE (please note, the name may be truncated). 
• Finally press enter on Block Parameter and select Factor, Flow from the list.  Press 

the <End> key to leave the block and then the <Esc> key to return to the Working in 
Which Mode screen. 

Many of the fields on this screen have pop-up lists associated with them. 
Try pressing <Enter> on a blank field to see what appears. 

 
The filled out controller dialog 
 
Save and exit Process Build as in the previous example 
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Simulating the Process with Controllers 
 
Now enter Process Analysis. 
 
• Position the cursor on Calculate and press <Enter> 

 
The program will first start with our initial guessed flowrate for the Caustic Reagent 
stream (refer to “ESP Process Diagram” on page 2). This value was 100 moles/hr. The 
pH out of the second mixer (Neutralize 2) will be too low (below the set point of 9.0). 
 
The controller will then adjust the factor on the manipulate block (usually increasing it) 
and the second mix block will be recalculated. The pH is analyzed again and the 
controller either increases or decreases the Factor in the manipulate block. When the pH 
differs from the set point by a very small amount, the controller is said to be converged. 
 
Below is a trace window of the process as it converged. You can see that the pH is being 
adjusted by changing the Parameter (which is the flow variable of the manipulate block) 
 

 
A controller is an iterative process. The Parameter value is, in this case, the manipulate 
flow factor. The computed value is the pH of the NEUTRALIZED LIQ stream and the set 
point is 9.0. When the computed value is with in the tolerance (+/- 0.0001 pH) the 
controller converges 
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Examining the Process 
• Select the Process Stream Results line and view the NEUTRALIZED LIQ stream.  In 

the previous tour the pH was exactly 9.0.  Now the pH may be slightly different from 
pH 9.0 (higher or lower depending on the current data in the database).  

• The controller has a built-in tolerance of 0.001 pH units. The pH on any iteration falls 
with in ±0.001 pH units the controller is said to be "Converged" and the calculation 
stops in a normal fashion. 
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Revised Streams 
Stream NEUTRALIZED LIQ ADJUSTED CAUSTIC
Phase Aqueous Aqueous
Temperature, C 39.9528 30
Pressure, atm 1 1
pH 8.99997 13.7226
Total mol/hr 595.059 246.8475
Flow Units mol/hr mol/hr
H2O 584.942 238.263
CO2 8.36091E-05  
NH3 1.41669  
SO2 7.94306E-11  
OHION 0.000447565 4.29225
CO3ION 0.0195859  
HCO3ION 0.0816541  
HION 1.76561E-08 1.47191E-13
HSO3ION 0.00126016  
NH2CO2ION 0.0154498  
NH4ION 1.70359  
S2O5ION 6.90411E-12  
SO3ION 0.335731  
H2SO4 1.00111E-27  
HCL 2.65168E-16  
SO3   
HSO4ION 4.86473E-08  
CLION 0.264971  
SO4ION 1.59429  
NH4SO4ION 0.390978  
NAION 3.6172 4.29225
NAHCO3 0.008249  
NACO3ION 0.00237105  
NASO4ION 0.664436  
Total g/hr 10997.2 4464.06
Volume, m3/hr 0.0107639 0.00431841
Enthalpy, cal/hr -40800800 -16735000
Density, g/m3 1021670 1033730
Vapor fraction   
Solid fraction   
Organic fraction   
Osmotic Pres, atm 20.1917 50.9982
Redox Pot, volts   
Ionic Strength 0.689933 0.999976  
 

Question: Did the flowrate of the Caustic Reagent Stream change 
from the previous Example? 
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The answer is no, not really.  The original Caustic Reagent had a converged flowrate of 
246.9 mole/h. In this case, the titrated stream is actually the ADJUSTED CAUSTIC 
stream since this is the stream which manipulated its flowrate. The flowrate for this 
stream is 246.8 mole/h. The small difference is due to the convergence tolerance allowing 
the controller scheme to be slightly less than a pH of 9.0.  

Process Simulation with Recycle Loops (and controllers) 
We have just seen that a control block, combined with mix blocks and manipulate blocks, 
can be used to control the pH of a stream.  Frequently a process recycles part or all of 
certain streams back to up-stream units.  There are many reasons for this including 
minimization of waste, increase of residence time and purification of product. 
 
This application extends the previous application by adding a new mix block, a split 
block and a recycle stream.  We will be adding sodium chloride (salt) to the process to 
remove some solids from the solution.  We will then recycle some of those solids back to 
an upstream unit to see the effect, if any, on the amount of caustic required to adjust the 
pH. 
 
We will be reusing the previous process NEUTRAL16 .   
 

 
The NEUTRAL1 process with controller and recycle 
                                                 
6    Or the name you supplied 
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Formulating the Process7 
 
• When selecting the process, use the existing process NEUTRAL1. 
 
• The chemistry model must be modified for this tour (in previous tours the chemistry 

model name was NEUTRAL1.)  Please add the following inflows: NACL, NAHCO3, 
NA2CO3, NA2SO3, NA2SO4, NH42SO4.8 

 

 
The updated NEUTRAL1 chemistry model 
 
• You will have to completely regenerate the chemistry model. 
• Exit the chemistry model generator 
• Select Process Build 
 

Describing the New Mix Block 
 
• Select New Block from the "WORKING IN WHICH MODE?" menu, select 

Process Build section and then press <Enter>.  Then, select Conventional Blocks 
and then select Mix from the list of blocks. 

 
• Name the new Mix block an appropriate name.  Since we are adding a salt stream we 

suggest the name SALTER as an appropriate name. 
                                                 

7We are assuming that the NEUTRAL1 process currently exists. If not, recreate it using the 
information in the previous sections. 

8Remember, the model has not been completed until you reach the finial Exit screen 
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• Press <Enter> on the first blank field to access a list of available stream names.  

Select NEUTRALIZED LIQ from the list and press <Enter>. 
 
• On the second blank field, type in the name SALT and press <Enter>. The 

conditions of the stream are as follows: 
Property Value Units 

Temperature 25.0 oC 

Pressue 1.0 Atmospheres 

Total Flow 75.0 Mole/hr 

NACL 75.0 moles 

   

 
A common error when entering a stream with out water is to accidentally enter the NACL 
value in the field for H2O. Be aware of the correct field 
 

 
 
• There is no water associated with this stream.  Under most conditions, we require 

water as a component.  In those cases were we specifically do not want water in a 
stream, we must use the Setphase action. 
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The New SALT stream with SETPHASE highlighted. 
 
• Press the <Action> key and highlight Setphase. From the pull-down menu, position 

the cursor on Solid Only and press <Enter>. We have now informed the program not 
perform any aqueous equilibrium on this stream. 

 
Set Phase Options 
 
• Press the <End> key to save the stream composition. 
 
• Position the cursor on the outlet stream (if not already there) and enter the name 

SALTED STREAM and press <Enter>. 
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• On the parameters list which appears after entering the name of the outlet stream, 

select Isothermal and press <Enter>. On the parameters screen, enter 40 oC for the 
temperature and press <End>.  If the parameter list does not appear, press the 
<Action> key and select Parameters from the Action Line.  Now select Isothermal 
and press <Enter>. 

 
• Press the <End> key to save this block. 
 
 

Describing the Flow Split Block 
 
• As with previous block, select New Block and then Conventional Blocks.  Now 

select the Split Block and press <Enter>. 
 
 
There are two types of split block; a Stream Split block in which a stream is divided into 
2 or more streams, and a Component Split block in which a specific component is 
divided into 2 or more streams. 
 
• Select Stream Split and press <Enter>. 
 
• Type in a suitable name for the split block.  We recommend FLOW SPLITTER. 

Position the cursor on the blank line and press <Enter>.  From list of available 
streams, select SALTED STREAM and press <Enter>. 

• For the Outlet1 Stream enter the name PURGE STREAM.  This stream will exit 
the process. 

• For the Outlet2 Stream enter the name RECYCLE STREAM.  This stream will be 
recycled to an up stream unit. 

• After pressing the <Enter> the parameter list should appear (if it does not, press the 
<Action> key and select Parameters from the action line).   
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Split Fraction Parameters 

 
There are three columns in this list.  The first column lists the names of the streams 
leaving the split block.  The second column lists the fraction of the flow which will leave 
through the corresponding stream.  The third column lists the flow of each stream. 
  
If an actual flow rate is specified, the program will place that flow of material in the 
designated streams before adjusting the fractions of the flow.  When all the specified 
flows have been accounted then the remaining flow is split according the split fractions. 
 
• Enter 0.75 for the PURGE STREAM and 0.25 for the RECYCLE STREAM and 

press <End> when done.   
 
 
The program will then divide the overall stream flow allocating 75 percent to the stream 
SALTED STREAM and 25 percent to the stream RECYCLE STREAM. 
 

 
 
• Press <End> twice to save this block. 
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Editing the First Mix Block 
 
We now will modify the original mix block.   
 
• Position the cursor on the MIX1 block and press <Enter>. 
 
 

 
Config Action 

 
Mix blocks can have up to 7 inlet streams. When the two default fields are defined, the 
Config action allows more streams to be entered 
 
Currently there are no additional inlet streams available.   

 
• Press the <Action> key and select Config.  A pull-down menu will ask to add and 

additional stream or delete a stream.  Select Add Stream. 
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The program will inform you that an Inlet Stream is being added to the block.  Accept the 
information by selecting Continue. 
 

 
  
• On the new blank stream line, press <Enter>.  From the list of available streams 

select RECYCLE STREAM and press <Enter>.  The outlet of the block FLOW 
SPLITTER has been recycled. 

 
 

 
The revised MIX1 mixer 

 
• Press <End> twice to exit process build. 
 
 

How does a recycle loop work? 
 
For ESP to properly calculate a block, all the inlet streams into that block must be either 
an inlet stream or previously calculated. In the first two NEUTRAL1 processes, the initial 
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mixer had two inlets which we specified. The program found this block initially and the 
program began with that block. 
 
Things will be different with the added recycle loop. The first mix block (the logical 
starting point for a calculation) now has a stream attached to it that has no information. 
When the program begins to start calculating it can not find a block that has all the inlets 
to the block either previously calculated or initially defined9. 
 
We have to tell the program were to start. We call this activity “Tearing” the process. We 
are actually going to provide an initial guess to one of the process streams. In The 
NEUTRAL1 process with controller and recycle there are five possible streams that can 
be guessed. These streams are recycle streams and have the names10: 
 
 MIXED WASTE 
 SEPD LIQ 
 NEUTRALIZED LIQ 
 SALTED STREAM 
 RECYCLE STREAM 
 
We could provide an initial guess for any of these streams. This effectively “Tricks” the 
program into thinking that all of the inlet streams are defined. 

Simulating the Process with Recycle 
 
Processes with recycle streams require some additional information to be provided prior 
to running the simulation.  In processes without a recycle stream, the order of block 
calculation is easy to determine.  Generally the first block defined is the first calculated. 
In recycle processes, we must tell the program where to begin calculating.  We do this by 
defining a process stream as a Tear stream.  Tear streams are treated as normal process 
entry streams and require an initial composition.  These compositions should be 
representative of the process and some care should be taken in specifying the stream. 
 
• Select Process Analysis. 
 
• Press the <Action> key and select Recycle from the action line. 

 
Recycle Action 

                                                 
9 Actually this is not quite true. The manipulate block has all the inlets defined at the start of the calculation 
but there is no where to go after it is calculated. 
10This information is available to the user as a pop-up menu when selecting the tear stream 
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• A list of Recycle Options will appear.  Position the cursor on the Select Tear(s) and 

press <Enter> 

 
Recycle Options 
 
• There are 5 possible tear streams.  Reviewing the figure The NEUTRAL1 process 

with controller and recyclewill show this more clearly. 
 

 
Recycle Possibilities 
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• Position the cursor on RECYCLE STREAM and press <Enter>. 
•  
• Position the cursor on Tear Stream Guess and press <Enter> 
•  
• Enter the following Tear Stream Guess11 : 
 

   
Temperature 40.0 oC 
Pressure 1.0 Atmospheres 
Total Flow 200.0 Mole/hr 
NACL 25.0 moles 

 

Note: Any inflows not mentioned should be left blank. 
 
• Press <End> three times. 
• Now proceed with Calculate. 
• Press <End> when the calculation has finished. 
 
Unlike the previous tours, this tour will recalculate many of blocks as the program 
attempts to converge the recycle, in other words, to make the values in the recycle loop 
consistent between successive iterations.  This may take several iterations to complete. 
 
In this particular recycle, the pH control loop is inside the recycle loop. You will see 
many pH loops during one recycle loop 
 
The program will compare the results of one tear stream calculation with the values for 
the iteration (or initial guess) that preceded it. When the values have reached a stable 
value, the recycle is said to have converged. 

Examining the Process with Recycles 
 
From the "WORKING WITH WHICH ANALYSIS AREA?" menu position the cursor 
on Process Stream Results and press enter. 

Questions to consider? 
 

• Has any solids in the stream SALTED STREAM? 
• What is the flowrate and pH of the RECYCLE STREAM? 
• How much ADJUSTED CAUSTIC was required?   
• Was this amount different from the non-recycle case? 

                                                 
11     The values for this guess were determined from a previously converged case. This guess will 

speed up the execution of the process. 
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Have any solids formed in the stream SALTED STREAM? 
Stream D CAUSTIC
Phase Aqueous
Temperature, C 30
Pressure, atm 1
pH 13.7226
Total mol/hr 228.6735
Flow Units mol/hr
H2O 220.721
OHION 3.97624
HION 1.36E-13
NAION 3.97624
Total g/hr 4135.4
Volume, m3/hr 0.004
Enthalpy, cal/hr -1.6E+07
Density, g/m3 1033730
Osmotic Pres, atm 50.9982
Ionic Strength 0.999976  
Apparently we have 16.4 moles per hour of sodium chloride that has formed. 
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What is the flowrate and pH of the RECYCLE STREAM? 
 
Stream D CAUSTIC
Phase Aqueous
Temperature, C 30
Pressure, atm 1
pH 13.7226
Total mol/hr 228.6735
Flow Units mol/hr
H2O 220.721
OHION 3.97624
HION 1.36E-13
NAION 3.97624
Total g/hr 4135.4
Volume, m3/hr 0.004
Enthalpy, cal/hr -1.6E+07
Density, g/m3 1033730
Osmotic Pres, atm 50.9982
Ionic Strength 0.999976  
The pH is 9.3 and the flow rate is: 
 Aqueous Phase  234.4  mole/hr 
 Solid Phase             4.1  mole/hr 
 Total                         238.5  mole/hr 

How much ADJUSTED CAUSTIC was required? 
Stream D CAUSTIC
Phase Aqueous
Temperature, C 30
Pressure, atm 1
pH 13.7226
Total mol/hr 228.6735
Flow Units mol/hr
H2O 220.721
OHION 3.97624
HION 1.36E-13
NAION 3.97624
Total g/hr 4135.4
Volume, m3/hr 0.004
Enthalpy, cal/hr -1.6E+07
Density, g/m3 1033730
Osmotic Pres, atm 50.9982
Ionic Strength 0.999976  
 
The amount of the caustic stream required to set the pH to 9.0 is 228.7 mole/hr 

Was this amount different from the non-recycle case? 
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The amount of the caustic reaction from the original NEUTRAL1 process was 246.8 
mole/hr. 
 
There has been a reduction of approximately 22 mole/hr of the caustic reagent. This is 
primarily due the high pH recycle stream “Pre-Neutralizing” the waste streams. 
 
This concludes the Recycle Loop Tour. 
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Chapter 2 Sour Gas Sweetening using DEA 
 
 

Overview of alkanolamine gas sweetening 
 
 
This application brief presents the case of sweetening (purifying) a sour gas from a 
natural gas well.  Several unit operations are employed to simulate a typical gas 
sweetening process configuration.  Once the sour gas components have been removed, 
the scrubbing liquor is regenerated to remove captured sour components.  These 
components are corrosive and metal selection can be an issue. 
 

 
 
For this example we will take a natural gas stream is approximately two mole percent 
(mol%) sour.  This means that for every 100 moles of gas there are 2 moles of hydrogen 
sulfide (H2S).  In addition to H2S, it is desirable to remove carbon dioxide (CO2) since 
this constituent lowers the heating value of the gas and increases the volume of gas that 
must be transported.  Most all alkanolamine plants are designed to maximize the removal 
of both of these “acid” gases. 
 
In a typical gas cleaning plant, natural gas is fed to an absorber operating at high 
pressure.  The gas is scrubbed using an approximately 58 weight percent (wt%) 
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diethanolamine (DEA) solution.  The scrubbed “sweet” gas is sent on for further 
processing or drying and transport via pipeline. 
 
The rich DEA solution exiting the absorber is sent to a flash drum operating at a much 
lower pressure.  This step removes any light-end hydrocarbons that were captured in the 
absorber.  The light-end gases are sent on for further processing. 
 
Next, the hydrocarbon-free DEA solution is fed to a regeneration column.  Here heat is 
applied to strip the acid gas components out of the DEA solution.  Make-up water and 
DEA are added to maintain the lean 58 wt% DEA solution.  This solution is then recycled 
to the absorber. 
 

Consider the Chemistry 

Why does adding DEA remove H2S and CO2? 
Consider the vapor-liquid equilibrium and acid/base chemistry for hydrogen sulfide and 
carbon dioxide. 

 
The absorption of hydrogen sulfide gas follows these equilibria: 

 
H2S (vap)  =  H2S (aq) (1) 

 
H2S (aq)  =  H+  +  HS- (2) 

 
HS- (aq)  =  H+  +  S-2 (3) 

 
Adding a basic reagent such as DEA increases the pH of the solution.  pH is defined as: 

 
pH  =  - log aH+ (4) 

 
where aH+ is the activity of the hydrogen ion.  The activity of the hydrogen ion is defined 
as: 

 
aH+  =  γH+ [H+] (5) 

 
where γH+ is the activity coefficient for hydrogen ion and [H+] is the concentration of 
hydrogen ion. 

 
As pH increases, the concentration of hydrogen ion decreases.  As hydrogen ion 
decreases, the equilibria above shift to restore the equilibrium.  Let’s look at each 
reaction individually: 

 
HS- (aq)  = H+ +  S-2 (3) 
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As hydrogen ion concentration decreases, this equilibrium will dissociate more bisulfide 
ion (HS-) to replace the hydrogen ion.  We see that the bisulfide ion concentration will 
also decrease as the hydrogen ion decreases. 

 
H2S (aq)  =  H+  +  HS- (2) 

 
This equilibrium will also shift to the right (decreasing the hydrogen sulfide 
concentration) as the hydrogen ion concentration decreases.  A double effect occurs since 
the bisulfide ion is also decreasing. 

 
H2S (vap)  =  H2S (aq) (1) 

 
As the aqueous hydrogen sulfide concentration decreases, the amount of hydrogen sulfide 
remaining in the vapor phase will also decrease.  This is why scrubbing of an acid gas 
using a basic solution works. 

 
Carbon dioxide follows a similar equation path: 

 
CO2 (vap) = CO2 (aq) (6) 

 
CO2 (aq) + H2O = H+ + HCO3

- (7) 
 

HCO3
- = H+ + CO3

2- (8) 
 

For similar reasons as with hydrogen sulfide, increasing the solution pH will cause more 
carbon dioxide to be absorbed. 

 

Where does the basic reagent come from? 
 

Adding DEA ((C2H5O)2NH) to a solution will make it more basic: 
 

(C2H5O)2NH  +  H2O  =  (C2H5O)2NH2
+  +  OH- (9) 

 
H2O  =  H+  +  OH- (10) 

 
Adding DEA to the solution forces water to dissociate (Eq. 10).  The hydrogen ion is 
complexed with the DEA molecule to create a protonated species and leaving free 
hydroxide ions.  This increases the pH and all of the vapor-liquid equilibria described 
above (by Equations 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7) will shift to the right. 
 
There is a secondary equilibrium involving DEA carbamate ((C2H5O)2NCO2

-): 
 

(C2H5O)2NH  +  HCO3
-  =  (C2H5O)2NCO2

-  +  H2O (11) 
 

This species is stable at low temperatures and helps to remove carbon dioxide from the 
natural gas. 
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How can DEA solution be regenerated? 
One interesting feature of alkanolamine solutions in general is that the stability of the 
complexes are temperature dependent.  The complexes tend to be less stable as the 
temperature increases. 
 
We have taken a stream from the above process (Rich Amine) to illustrate solution 
temperature stability. 
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This illustrates the advantages of using heat to regenerate the DEA.  As the temperature 
increases above 153 oC, the protonated form of DEA (DEAH+) rapidly increases (the 
blue diamonds) while the neutral DEA rapidly decreases (the pink squares).  The DEA 
carbamate species (see Eq. 11) also decreases but is a much weaker function of 
temperature.  So, we see that applying cooling facilitates recovery of the amine. 
 

Building the Gas Sweetening Process 

Things you should already know… 

 
By now you should be familiar with creating chemistry models in ESP and to create and 
edit unit operation blocks. From this point forward we will not illustrate the details of 
each process step. When we encounter something new we will show you all the necessary 
details. 
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Create a new process and a new chemistry model 
Start ESP if it is not already running. We will be creating a new process and a new 
chemistry model. We will recommend that the new process name be GASSWEET and 
the chemistry model name be SOURH2O. Please select the aqueous thermodynamic 
framework and no extra databases.  The following table summarizes the process building 
to this point: 
 

Process Build Item Name/Option 
Process Name GASSWEET 
Chemistry Model Name SOURH2O 
Thermodynamic Framework Aqueous Electrolyte 
Databanks None 
 
Add the following inflow species to the chemistry model and then select the options in 
the following table: 
 
 

Inflow Species 
H2O 
CO2 
H2S 
CH4 
C2H6 
C3H8 
C4H10 
DEXH12 

 
Chemistry Model Generation Options 

Phases Aqueous, Vapor, Solid(s) 
Oxidation/Reduction Off 
Phenomena Modifications None 
 

Adding the DEA Absorber Block 
We will now add the DEA absorber block. These blocks are among the most complicated 
of all ESP unit operation blocks.   

• Select Process Build 
• Select Multi-Stage blocks 
• Select Absorber 

 

                                                 
12 DEXH is the ESP name of diethanolamine. For historical reasons the species had to be named DEXH 
and the name has stuck. In the OLI Analyzers the proper name is DEA. 
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You will be asked to select from two types of multi-stage columns. A standard column 
and a mass-transfer column. It is beyond the scope of this example to explain all the 
differences between standard and mass-transfer columns. Unfortunately you can not 
switch from one type to the other after selection. Most times the standard column is 
desired and it is the default selection. 
 

 
 
Select the Standard Column. This will display the empty absorber schematic. 
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As with other unit operations, we need to fill in the blanks.  The following options should 
be selected: 
 

Column Name/Property Value 
Number of Stages 10 
Absorber Name Dea Absorber 
Liquid feed to top stage Recycled Dea 
Gas feed to bottom stage (-1) Feed Gas 
Gas product from top stage Clean Gas 
Liquid Product from bottom stage Rich Amine 

 
This column will have 10 theoretical stages.  The only stream for which we know 
anything is the gas feed to the bottom of the column. The “Recycled Dea” stream will be 
recycled back from downstream units. We will specify a TEAR stream later on in this 
example. 
 
The completed column looks like the following: 
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You will need to provide the “Feed Gas” composition: 
 

Feed Gas Composition 
Temperature 30 oC 
Pressure 20 Atmospheres 
Set Phase Vapor Only 
Total Flow 1000 mol/hr 
CO2 20 mol/hr 
H2S 20 mol/hr 
CH4 925 mol/hr 
C2H6 20 mol/hr 
C3H8 10 mol/hr 
C4H10 5 mol/hr 
 
Notice that this stream does not have any water or diethanolamine. 
 
Each multi-stage column requires a minimum set of parameters to be specified.  For all 
ESP columns, a pressure profile must be specified. 
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Specifying the DEA Absorber Parameters 
From the white line at the top of the screen select Parameters 
 

 
 
A pop-up menu will be displayed showing the column parameters. 
 

 
 

Absorber Pressure Profile 
At a bare minimum we need to specify the pressure profile. Select Pressure Profile from 
the list. 
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The default pressure profile is 1.0 atmospheres across the column (no pressure drop).  
This column is operating at 20 atmospheres. Stage 10 has 20 atmospheres and state 1 has 
20 atmospheres.  ESP will linearly interpolate between these values. In this case it is a 
constant pressure of 20 atmospheres. Notice that stage 9 was erased. You could have 
entered 20 there as well but that would have been redundant.   
 
This is a tricky screen to navigate. The mouse does not work on this screen.  You need to 
use the arrow-keys to move around and use the space bar to erase values.  You do not 
have to line up values as long as a space exists between the stage number and the 
pressure value. 
 
Press the <End> key be returned to the parameter list. 
 
We are now finished with the data entry for the this block. Press the <End> key to save 
your work.
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Adding the Flash Drum 
The Flash Drum is modeled using a Separate Block. The purpose of this block is to 
remove any light gases that were dissolved under pressure and exited the absorber liquid 
product. 
 
We have used separate blocks before. Create a Separate Block with the following 
attributes: 
 

Flash Drum Specifications 
Unit Type Separator 
Inlet Stream Rich Amine 
Vapor Stream Flash Vapor 
Liquid Stream Flash Liquid 
Organic Stream None 
Solid Stream None 
Equilibrium Calculation Type Adiabatic 
Pressure 1.5 Atmospheres 
 
The following diagram shows the separate block completed: 

 
 
Here is a display of the Adiabatic parameters. 
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Press the <End> key to save this information. Press the <End> key until you have saved 
and exited the block. 
 

Configuring the DEA Stripper 
We will now create a new multi-stage unit which will use heat from a reboiler to remove 
carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) from the liquid.  This stripped gas will 
be discharged to other unit operations (such as a Klaus Plant) and the liquid, now clean of 
the acid gases, will be sent back to the absorber with a few stops along the way. 
 
Create a new multi-stage column with the following configuration: 
 

DEA Stripper 
Unit Operation Stripper 
Column Type Standard 
Unit Name Dea Stripper 
Stages 10 
Condenser Yes, Stage 10 
Reboiler Yes, Stage 1 
Liquid Feed Flash Liquid, Stage 9 
Vapor Product CO2-H2S, Stage 10 
Liquid Product Recycle, Stage 1 
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DEA Stripper Parameters 
As with the absorber, there will be some additional parameters to be specified.  When 
Reboilers and Condensers are used, column estimates may be necessary. 
 

Pressure Profile for DEA Stripper 
 

Pressure Profile 
Stage 10 1.2 Atmospheres 
Stage 1 1.5 Atmospheres 

 
This column uses heat generated in the reboiler to remove the acid gases. To optimize our 
energy consumption we need to specify the amount of vapor that will leave the column 
via the condenser. This is accomplished via a parameter termed Spec/Control 
 

Providing Estimates for the DEA Stripper 
This column will probably need an estimate of the temperature profile and the amount of 
vapor leaving the condenser. These estimates can greatly increase the chance that the 
column will converge. Of course, bad estimates can lead the column astray… 
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Select Column Estimates from the Parameters Pop-Up dialog. 
 

Temperature Profile Estimate 
Stage Temperature (oC) 
10 88 
9 106 
1 120 

 
As with the pressure profile, if a stage is not specified, the temperature will be linearly 
interpolated from the surrounding stages.  Press the <end> key to continue 
 

Vapor Rate Estimate 
Stage Rate (mol/hr) 
10 80 

 
We have specified an estimate of the vapor rate. Notice that this is only for the top stage 
(condenser stage). We specified the rate at 80 mol/hr because we will be specifying it in 
the next section. Press the <end> key to continue. 
 

Liquid Rate Estimate 
Stage Rate (mol/hr) 
10  

We have left the liquid rate leaving the top stage empty. We normally do not need to 
provide this estimate of the reflux rate. Press the <end> key to continue. 
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Spec/Controls for the DEA Stripper 
From the parameter pop-up window, select Spec/Controls 
 

  
This will display the Specification/Control information 

 
Press <Enter> on “Add New Specification” 
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Position the cursor on “Vapor Flow Rate from a stage” or double-click the mouse on this 
line. 
 
We desire 80 moles/hour of vapor to leave the condenser and the condenser is on stage 
10. The new dialog should look like this: 
 

 
 
Press <Enter> after entering the value of 80.0 
If we specify a value we must allow some other value to be adjusted.13  This will be the 
reboiler duty. Reboilers and condensers are types of heat exchangers. The ESP column 
refers to these as “Exchangers.” 
 

 
 
Select “Exchanger Duty” from the list 
 

                                                 
13 Long time users of OLI products will refer to this as a fix or free scenario.  The Flow rate is “Fixed” the 
enthalpy of the reboiler will be “Free”. 
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Enter a value of 1 for the stage number. The reboiler is stage 1. Press the <Enter> key to 
be returned to the Specification/Control Information dialog. 
 

 
 
We are now done with specifications for this column. Select Exit to be returned to the 
Parameters pop-up dialog. 
 

Heat Exchanger (Reboiler and Condenser) specifications for the 
Stripper 
We now need to provide a condenser duty. The duty on the condenser is fixed by us, the 
user.  The duty on the reboiler is adjusted by the program but requires an initial guess 
(zero duties tend to make unit operations behave adiabatically which is not desired for an 
exchanger). 
 
You should still be on the parameter pop-up. 
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Select “Exchanger Duties” 

Exchanger Duties for the DEA 
Stripper 

Stage Duty (MM cal/hr)14 
10 -2.5 
1 4.2 

 
The exchanger dialog should look like this: 

                                                 
14 MM is a designation for thousand thousands, or in plain English, millions 
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Unlike the pressure profile, there is no interpolation between these stages. There are only 
two exchangers. 
 
We have now finished building the DEA stripper. Use the <End> key to save your work. 
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Water Make up in the Sour Gas Sweetening process 
We now come to a typical problem in process simulation. Our process has a recycle 
stream that contains primarily DEA. This species is non-volatile and has no escape route 
out of the process other than thermal degradation.  ESP is not designed to model such a 
phenomenon thus the DEA concentration may continue to build up in the process as 
water leaves the process via the “Clean Gas”, “Flash Vapor”, and “CO2-H2S” process 
streams.  It is generally necessary to add water back into the process via a make-up 
stream to keep the solute concentration within an acceptable range.15 
 
In this example we are going to add a feedback controller (see chapter 1 for the pH 
controller, it uses much of the same types of blocks) that adjusts the amount of water in 
the recycle loop. This means we will be adding a manipulate block, mix block and a 
control block. 
 

Adding the Water Manipulate Block 
We have added a manipulate block before. The following table lists the attributes of the 
block: 
 

Water Make Up Manipulate Block 
Unit Operation Manipulate 
Name Water make-up 
Feed Water 
Outlet Water in 
Parameters Total Flow, 1.08 

 
We need to specify the composition of the “Water” feed 
 

Water Composition 
Temperature 25 oC 
Pressure 20 Atmospheres 
Total Flow 40 mol/hr 
H2O 1 moles 

 
Did you notice that the Total Flow and the amount of H2O do not match? That is 
acceptable in ESP. If that occurs, the composition value is normalized to the Total Flow. 
In this case, the amount of H2O will be multiplied by 40. 
 
Press the <End> key to save the block. 

                                                 
15 For the AQ model, the solute concentration in a liquid stream needs to be less than approximately 0.35 
mole fraction.  This limitation is relieved in the MSE model. 
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Adding the Water Make Up Mix Block 
We now need to add the adjustable water to the process flow.  We will use a mix block 
for this. We have used mix blocks before. Here are the attributes for the mix block: 
 

Water Mix Block 
Unit Operation Type MIX 
Name Mix1 
Feed Stream Recycle 
Option Feed Stream Water in 
Outlet Stream Recycle 1 
Parameters Adiabatic calculation type 

 

Adding the Water Make-up Controller 
Adding the water make-up controller is similar to adding a pH controller.  We need to 
specify a stream which contains the variable we wish to monitor. We then need to specify 
a target value and then instruct the controller which block to adjust. There may be some 
additional convergence parameters that need to specified as well. 
 
The following table shows you the attributes for this block: 
 

Water Make-Up Controller Attributes 
Unit Operation Type Controller 
Name Cont water make-up 
Specification Stream Recycle 1 
Specification Type16 Composition 
Specification sub-type Solution Species 
Specification sub-type units Mol/hr 
Specification sub-type species H2O 
Spec Target Value 500 
Block Name17 Water make-up 
Block Parameters18 Factor, Flow 
 
Since there are so many new options for a composition controller we will display the 
dialogs for all of them. 

                                                 
16 Pressing <enter> on a blank field will display a possible list of types 
17 Pressing <enter> here as well is a good way of listing the available blocks. 
18 Here too as well. 
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This is the partially completed dialog. We have entered the controller name. Position the 
cursor in the “Specification Stream” box and press <Enter>. 
 

 
 
Scroll down to find “Recycle 1” and then press <Enter>. 
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We will use the concept of pressing <Enter> in a blank box frequently. Repeat the step 
for “Specification Type”. 
 

 
 
Select “Composition” 
 

 
 
Select “Solution Species” 
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Select the units “mol/hr”. 
 

 
 
Select “H2O” as the species by pressing the <Spacebar>. More than one component can 
be selected but we only want to make sure we have enough water in the recycle loop. 
 
Press the <End> key and you should be returned to the Controller dialog.  Enter a value 
of 500 mol/hr for the “Spec Target Value” 
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Position the cursor on “Block Name” and press the <Enter> key. From the list of blocks 
select “Water make-up”. Select “Factor, Flow” from the “Block Parameters”. 
 
Press the <End> key to save the block. 
 

Adding the DEA Make-up feedback Controller 
The same type of blocks are required for the DEA make-up scheme as were for the Water 
make-up scheme. We will not display all the dialogs here rather show you just the 
attributes. 
 
Please add the following blocks and streams 
 

DEA Manipulate Block 
Unit Operation Type Manipulate 
Name DEA make-up 
Feed Dea 
Outlet Dea in 
Parameters Total Flow, 0.0053 

 
DEA Feed 

Stream Name Dea 
Temperature 25 oC 
Pressure 20 atmospheres 
Total Flow 0.1 mol/hr 
Set Phase Organic Liq Only 
DEXH 1.0 moles 

 
DEA Make-up Mix Block 

Unit Operation Type Mix 
Name Mix2 
Feed Stream Recycle 119 
Optional Feed Stream Dea in 
Outlet Stream Recycled Dea20 
Parameters Isothermal 
Isothermal Pressure 20 Atmospheres 
Isothermal Temperature 30 oC 
 
When you specified the outlet stream “Recycled Dea” you have completed a recycle 
loop. This stream was originally specified in the “DEA Absorber” 
 

                                                 
19 Remember to press <enter> on a blank field to see a list of choices 
20 This stream was originally defined in the Absorber. 
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DEA Make-up Controller 

Unit Operation Type Controller 
Name Control dea make up 
Specification Stream Recycled Dea 
Specification Type21 Composition 
Specification sub-type Mat’l Balance Groups22 
Specification sub-type units mol/hr 
Specification sub-type phase Aqueous Only 
Specification sub-type MBG23 DEX(-1) 
Spec Target Value 119.8 
Block Name24 DEA make-up 
Block Parameters25 Factor, Flow 
 
After you have entered all the streams and blocks you can save them and leave Process 
Build. 
 

Simulating the Sour Gas Sweetening Process 
After you have left Process Build it is now time to perform the simulation. Select 
“Process Analysis” from the “Working in which mode” dialog. 
 
As with the previous chapter, we have a recycle loop and need to TEAR the process. We 
are going to TEAR the “Recycled DEA” stream.  This does raise a concern for the 
program.  Sometimes a recycle TEAR stream guess can be inaccurate. In fact, sometimes 
we can guess a zero flowrate with zero compositions and still converge the process.26  
Not true when the TEAR stream is a feed to a column. We need to provide an initial 
value for the “Recycled DEA” TEAR stream that will allow the column to converge on 
each pass through the recycle loop. 
 
What we did off-line was to disconnect the TEAR stream and to run the process straight 
through. This gave us an idea of the composition of the TEAR stream. When we had a 
case that converged the DEA Absorber then we closed the TEAR stream and continued. 
 

Specifying the TEAR stream. 
Locate and select the “Recycle” option at the top of the Process Analysis dialog. 

                                                 
21 Pressing <enter> on a blank field will display a possible list of types 
22 This is slightly different than the water make-up controller. Here we want to control all forms of 
diethanolamine (cations, neutrals and anions). The best way is to control the DEA material balance group. 
23 MBG = Material Balance Group, In this case DEA 
24 Pressing <enter> here as well is a good way of listing the available blocks. 
25 Here too as well. 
26 This is called a NULL guess. 
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This will display the Recycle pop-up dialog. 
 

 
 
Select Tear(s) 
 

 
Select the TEAR stream “Recycled Dea” and then press the <end> key. 
 
Now select “Tear Stream Guess” from the Recycle pop-up dialog 
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Recycled DEA initial values 

Temperature 30 oC 
Pressure 20 Atmospheres 
Total Flow 620 mol/hr 
H2O 500 mole 
CO2 0.2 mole 
H2S 0.2 mole 
DEXH 119.8 mole 
 
Press the <end> key to leave the Recycle options and return to the Process Analysis 
screen.  Select Calculate 
 
Press <any key> when prompted. 
 

Reviewing the Gas Sweetening Process 

Compare the feed gas to the output gas (clean gas) 
We are now ready to review the process.  First let’s compare the Feed Gas to the Clean 
Gas 

Comparing Feed Gas to Clean Gas 
 Feed Gas Clean Gas 
Temperature 30 oC 32.5 oC 
Pressure 20 Atmospheres 20 atmospheres 
H2O 0 mole/hr 1.8 mole/hr 
CH4 925 mole/hr 924.8 mole/hr 
C2H6 20 mole/hr 20 mole/hr 
C3H8 10 mole/hr 10 mole/hr 
C4H10 5 mole/hr 5 mole/hr 
CO2 20 mole/hr 1.7E-06 mole/hr 
H2S 20 mole/hr 7.9E-05 mole/hr 
DEA 0 mole/hr 2.7E-04 mole/hr 
 
So the DEA Absorber seemed to clean up the hydrocarbon feed gas. Some water and 
DEA were carried up into the overhead stream. 
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How much make up was needed? 
 
We can easily determine how much water and DEA were required to meet our 
specifications.  
 

Make Up Stream Flow 
Stream: Water in 41.9 mole/hr (755 g/hr) 
Stream: Dea in 4.4E-04 mole/hr (0.05 g/hr) 
 
Very little DEA was required to keep the process running. 
 

What does the Recycle stream look like? 
Sometimes it is interesting to look at the recycle stream and see if the results are as 
expected. 
 

Recycle Stream: Recycle Dea 
Temperature 30o C 
Pressure 20 Atmospheres 
Total Flow 631.4 mole/hr (21,819.5 g/hr) 
pH 11.6 
H2O 511.2 mole/hr 
CH4 5.9E-11 mole/hr 
C2H6 5.9E-11 mole/hr 
C3H8 5.9E-11 mole/hr 
C410 5.9E-11 mole/hr 
CO2 0.2 mole/hr 
H2S 0.16 mole/hr 
DEA 119.8 mole/hr 
 

Additional Calculations 
OLI provides additional tools for you to investigate this process. The OLI Corrosion 
Analyzer can be used to export a stream from ESP and then perform corrosion rate 
calculations.  
 
This concludes the Gas Sweetening Example 
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Chapter 3 Simple Crude Distillation 

 

Overview 
In this demonstration we will distill a typical crude using a simple distillation scheme 
with a single side stripper.  The OLI approach to modeling distillation is to rigorously 
account for the effects of water in the oil and also consider the effects of salts in both the 
water and oil phases. Most other simulators only consider the water phase as a pure 
phase.  Our approach will allow us to model such species as chlorides and amine salts 
entrained and dissolved in the process streams. 
 

Back Story 
Our example considers a crude oil after it has left the production field. In our case we 
have a relatively young well that has produced 100,000 barrels of oil per day. 10,000 
barrels of this oil are produce water. In a “Real” sample, this produced water will consist 
of many different cations and anions as well as dissolved gases. These dissolved species 
can cause a host of problems such as fouling, scaling and corrosion.  
 
In our example, the formation from which the oil was produced is essentially just a salt 
dome (NaCl). Our oil and our produced water will be saturated with halite.  The chloride 
ion can be a problem downstream. 
 
In normal processing this oil will be sent to an electrostatic desalter where the oil is 
washed and most of the salt is dissolved into the water phase. The problem with the wash 
water is that it also may contain significant amounts of salt which are the introduced to 
the refinery.  The crude is usually maintained at moderate temperatures (150 oF to 250 oF) 
and at pressures sufficient to prevent boil-off (usually 75 PSI above saturation pressure).  
The pH of the desalted crude is maintained at pH’s near neutral to prevent emulsion 
formation.  The desired salt content of the crude is usually near 3.5 mg/L (1 pound per 
thousand barrels, PTB)27 
 

                                                 
27 J. Gutzeit, “Controlling Crude Unit Overhead Corrosion – Rules of Thumb for Better Crude Desalting” 
NACE 2007 paper 07567 
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Desalter Simulation 
The following diagram shows the desalter simulation.28 

 
 
The purpose of this simulation was to provide a more realistic crude sample.  The stream 
NACL FORMATION contains a saturated solution of sodium chloride in water.  The 
following table shows the composition: 
 

Stream: NACL FORMATION 
Temperature 75 oF 
Pressure 75 PSIA 
Flow 128200 Lb/hr29 
H2O 0.83 Mole fraction 
NACL 0.17 Mole fraction 

 
The separator block SALT SAT removes any excess solids which are the immobile phase 
in the formation.  The controller C-BRINE FLOW maintains a flowrate of 128,200 lb/hr 
which is approximately 10,000 barrels/day (bbd). 
 
The separator block OIL WATER MIX takes the saturated brine controlled to 10,000 bbd 
and mixes it with our crude sample at 90,000 bbd. The following table shows the 
composition of the oil: 

                                                 
28 We will not be performing this simulation today.  This simulation will be available on the OLI Support 
Web site at http://support.olisystems.com, your instructor will provide the exact links. 
29 This is approximately 10,000 barrels/day  
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Stream: OIL 

Temperature 75 oF 
Pressure 75 PSIA 
Flow 1.1538E+06 Lb/hr30 
CRUDE 0.9658 Mole fraction 
CH4 0.0003 Mole fraction 
C2H6 0.0006 Mole fraction 
C3H8 0.0086 Mole fraction 
n-C4H10 0.0193 Mole fraction 
i-C4H10 0.0054 Mole fraction 

 
Wash water is added to the separator SIMPLE DESALTER at a rate that is 6 % of the 
volume of the mixed oil and water stream FORMATION CRUDE. This is approximately 
6,000 bbd.  Caustic is added to keep the pH in the 7.0 range. 
 
The stream DESALTED CRUDE is the stream that we will use in the distillation 
simulation.  The composition of the stream is shown in the table below: 
 

Stream: DESALTED CRUDE (a/k/a RAW CRUDE) 
Temperature 250 oF 
Pressure 110 PSIA 
Flow 1.16773E+06 Lb/h (100,000 bbd) 
H2O 0.0087 Mole fraction 
CRUDE 0.9097 Mole fraction 
CH4 0.0028 Mole fraction 
C2H6 0.0056 Mole fraction 
C3H8 0.0081 Mole fraction 
n-C4H10 0.0181 Mole fraction 
i-C4H10 0.0051 Mole fraction 
NA2O 0.0165 Mole fraction 
HCL 0.0330 Mole fraction 
Density 1914.6 Lb/m3 
Enthalpy -4.25003E+06 Cal/lmol 

 
This will become the feed to the simple distillation example. 
 

                                                 
30 This is approximately 90,000 bbd 
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Simple Crude Distillation 
In this example we will take our crude oil sample from the desalter simulation and then 
distill off the crude with a single side stripper to produce naphtha and atmospheric gas 
oil. 
 
The following diagram shows what we will be attempting to simulate: 
 

 
 

In this simple example the crude oil is heated to approximately 650 oF and the pressure 
reduced to 65 PSIA. The crude oil is fed to the column above the bottom of the column to 
allow for some pre-flashing action. The column is operating at a reduced pressure which 
allows the crude vaporize the light ends for “Free”.  Steam is applied to the bottom of the 
column to boil up the heavier components. Atmospheric Gas Oil (AGO) is withdrawn 
mid way up this column and steam stripped to remove light components.  The light 
components are returned to the main column. Some liquid is withdrawn higher up the 
column and pumped back (pump-around) to help condense water and some light products 
and return them to the side draws (to the side strippers). Finally the overhead stream is 
condensed to produce the naphtha and return some liquid to the column so the trays do  
not become all vapor (dry up). 
 

Building the Crude Distillation Chemistry Model 
We have built chemistry models in other examples. We will not repeat the discussion for 
most of the steps except where new items are being introduced.  For this case create a 
new process and a new chemistry model with the following options. 
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Crude Distillation Simulation Chemistry Model Options 
Process Name CDU-04 
Chemistry Model Name CRUDEN2L 
Thermodynamic Framework Mix-Solvent (H3OION Based) 
Databanks None 

 

Entering Petroleum Fractions 
At this point you should have the standard INFLOWS screen. In the Action Line at the 
top of the screen is the item Alt Entry: 
 

 
 
Select AltEntry 
 

 
 
There are several options for building additional phenomena into a chemistry model. 
Since we are interested in distillation, we will need to add our oil sample. An oil sample 
is really a mixture of many compounds with different molecular weights and boiling 
points.  A user could find discrete compounds that represent the oil or the user could use 
a tool to take traditional oil analysis techniques and turn them into apparent components.  
We call these components Pseudocomponents. 
 
We have the ability to enter individual pseudocomponents or generate them from oil 
assay data.  For this example we will chose the latter. Select PETROLEUM FRACTION 
from the list. 
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You can have more than one assay per chemistry model. This allows you to blend oils in 
the process simulator. We must first create an assay. Select NEW ASSAY. 
 

 
 
You will be shown a standard ESP name dialog.  
 

 
 
Enter the assay name “CRUDE” 
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OLI supports four types of assay data31.  Each of the ASTM methods will attempt to turn 
distillation data into a true boiling point curve.  The final data is the actual true boiling 
point data. It is of this type of data that we will enter. Select TBP CURVE 
 

 
 
Each method requires an average bulk density. API Gravity is a commonly used value. 
Higher values mean less dense fluids.  See the OLI Engine manual for a complete 
description of these densities. Enter an API Gravity of 29.32 
 

                                                 
31 Each assay data type is described in detail in the OLI Engine manual. 
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Enter the volume percent distilled and the distillation temperature from the table below. If 
you need to change units, select UNITS from the item at the top of the screen. 
 

Volume Percent Distilled (%) Temperature (oF) 
4.5 15.0 
9.0 90.0 
14.5 165.0 
20.0 310.0 
30.0 435.0 
40.0 534.0 
50.0 620.0 
60.0 740.0 
70.0 885.0 
76.0 969.0 
80.0 1015.0 
85.0 1050.0 
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Use the page down (PgDn) key to scroll past the bottom of the screen.  Use the <End> 
key when finished. 
 

 
We now need to enter the number of “Cuts”. This will be the number of 
pseudocomponents that will be created. This can be a tricky number to determine.  Too 
few cuts and our components will not represent the distillation data we just entered. Too 
many cuts and we add a lot of extra computation time that we may not need. For every 
cut we add a vapor and aqueous component (and perhaps an organic component) plus an 
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equilibrium equation. Processing time increases as the square of the number of species. 
So for every cut we add we add about 2x to the computational speed. Fortunately 
computers are fast that we may not see any real slow down in the simulation. 
 
Enter 20 cuts. 
 

 
 
We now must inform ESP of the thermodynamic method that will be used to determine 
the vapor phase properties. The default is the API method.32  Select API and press 
<enter>. 
 

 
 

                                                 
32 These methods are described in the OLI Engine manual. 
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This screen shows the name of the pseudocomponent (in this case we use the name of the 
assay and the temperature of the boiling point in Kelvin), the normal boiling point, 
specific gravity, molecular weight, the mole percentage of the assay that the component 
represents and the critical properties. 
 
You can export these values to a spreadsheet (as a CSV file) by using the Spreadsh item. 
 
Press <End> to continue. 
 

 
 
Now we have been returned to the main INFLOWS dialog. We now need to add the 
remaining species: 
 
NACL 
CH4 
C2H6 
C3H8 
C4H1033 
ISOBUTANE 
NAOH 
NA2O 
HCL 
 
Finish generating the chemistry model as you have in previous sections. Do not choose 
an organic liquid. 

                                                 
33 This is n-butane 
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Building the Simple Distillation Unit 
Before building the full distillation unit it was decided after a conversation with Jim 
Berthold34 that the distillation unit will be build using convention ESP blocks to get a 
better understanding of how the process is behaving.  Occasionally it is just too difficult 
to build the full simulation at once.  
 
The following diagram shows the simple distillation unit block diagram: 

 
This process involves multiple units and three recycle streams. For brevity we will build 
this process all at once. General discussions will be had in class on how to build this 
process from scratch. 
 

                                                 
34 Jim is the Director of Customer Relations and OLI’s chief modeling expert 
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Crude Heater 
Create a heat exchange block with the following attributes: 
 

BLOCK: Crude Heater 
Block Name Crude Heater 
Block Type: Heat Exchange 
Process Inlet RAW CRUDE 
Process Outlet ATM FEED 
Utility Inlet None 
Utility Outlet None 
Parameters: Process Stream: 
Discharge Temperature 

622 oF 

Parameters: Process Stream: Pressure 65 PSIA 
 
We to create our crude stream. This stream is created from the desalter example. We need 
to specify a SET PHASE option. 
 

 
 

Stream: RAW CRUDE 
Temperature 250 oF 
Pressure 110 PSIA 
Set Phase DENS & ENTH  
Flow 1.16773E+06 Lb/h (100,000 bbd) 
H2O 0.0087 Mole fraction 
CRUDE 0.9097 Mole fraction 
CH4 0.0028 Mole fraction 
C2H6 0.0056 Mole fraction 
C3H8 0.0081 Mole fraction 
n-C4H10 0.0181 Mole fraction 
i-C4H10 0.0051 Mole fraction 
NA2O 0.0165 Mole fraction 
HCL 0.0330 Mole fraction 
Density 1914.6 Lb/m3 
Enthalpy -4.25003E+06 Cal/lmol 
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Creating the Distillation Stages 
We will now create the first stage of the distillation unit. This will be modeled as a simple 
separator. Create a separator block with the following attributes: 
 

Block: S1 
Block Name: S1 
Block Type: Separate 
Inlet Stream ATM FEED 
Inlet Stream MAIN STEAM 
Inlet Stream LIQ TO S1 
Vapor Outlet Stream VAP TO S2 
Liquid Outlet Stream RESIDUE 
Organic Outlet Stream None 
Solid Outlet Stream None 
Parameters: Calculation Type Isothermal 
Isothermal Temperature 610 oF 
Isothermal Pressure 32.7 PSIA 

 
This block has an inlet process stream named MAIN STEAM. The stream composition is 
below: 
 

Stream: MAIN STEAM 
Temperature 375 oF 
Pressure 150 PSIA 
Flow 467.5 Lmole/hr 
H2O 1.0 Mole Frac 

 
We will now create the second stage of the distillation unit. 
 

Block: S2 
Block Name: S2 
Block Type: Separate 
Inlet Stream VAP TO S2 
Inlet Stream LIQ TO S2 
Vapor Outlet Stream VAP TO S3 
Liquid Outlet Stream LIQUID TO STAGE2 
Organic Outlet Stream None 
Solid Outlet Stream None 
Parameters: Calculation Type Isothermal 
Isothermal Temperature 450 oF 
Isothermal Pressure 28.38 PSIA 

The stream LIQ TO S2 will be a tear stream. Do not enter any data for this stream during 
Process Build. We will update this information during Process Analysis. 
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Side draw to Side Stripper and Pump-Around 
We now need to withdraw some liquid from stage to so we can remove our Atmospheric 
Gas Oil and to pump-around some liquid for heat control. For this we will use a flow split 
block. 
 

Block: STAGE 2 LIQUID SPLIT 
Block Name: STAGE 2 LIQUID SPLIT 
Block Type: Split (flow) 
Inlet Stream LIQUID TO STAGE 2 
Outlet Stream 1 AGO SS DRAW 
Outlet Stream 2 LIQ TO S1 
Outlet Stream 3 PA1 
Parameters: Split Flow:  
AGO SS DRAW 

354.3 lmol/hr 

Parameters: Split Flow: 
PA1 

1529 lmol/hr 

Parameters: Split Fraction: 
LIQ TO S1 

1.0 

 

Pump-Around Heat Exchanger 
We need to cool off a portion of the liquid to help condense water and to control heat 
transfer to higher stages in the column. Create a new heat exchanger block: 
 

BLOCK: PA1 HX 
Block Name PA1 HX 
Block Type: Heat Exchange 
Process Inlet PA1 
Process Outlet PA1X 
Utility Inlet None 
Utility Outlet None 
Parameters: Process Stream: 
Discharge Temperature 

487 oF 

Parameters: Process Stream: Pressure 0 PSIA35 

AGO Side Stripper 
We will now strip off the light components and remove our atmospheric gas oil. In a full 
simulation we would use a multi-stage column similar to the ones we used in the Gas 
Sweetening example. For simplicity we will use a separator block. 
 

Block: AGO SS 

                                                 
35 When a block parameter for pressure is set to 0.0 then the minimum inlet pressure will be used for the 
block. 
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Block Name: AGO SS 
Block Type: Separate 
Inlet Stream AGO SS DRAW 
Inlet Stream AGO Steam 
Vapor Outlet Stream AGORTN 
Liquid Outlet Stream AGO 
Organic Outlet Stream None 
Solid Outlet Stream None 
Parameters: Calculation Type Isothermal 
Isothermal Temperature 485 oF 
Isothermal Pressure 24.03 PSIA 

 
The stream AGO STEAM is a process inlet stream. We need to define it. 
 

Stream: AGO STEAM 
Temperature 300 oF 
Pressure 50 PSIA 
Flow 155.8 Lmole/hr 
H2O 1.0 Mole Frac 

 

Defining the top stage 
We are now ready to define the top stage just below the condenser. This stage takes the 
stripped material from the side stripper as well as the cooled liquid that was pumped 
around. The reflux from the condenser is also added. 
 

Block: S3 
Block Name: S3 
Block Type: Separate 
Inlet Stream VAP TO S3 
Inlet Stream AGORTN 
Inlet Stream PA1X 
Inlet Stream REFLUX 
Vapor Outlet Stream VAP TO COND 
Liquid Outlet Stream LIQ TO S2 
Organic Outlet Stream None 
Solid Outlet Stream None 
Parameters: Calculation Type Isothermal 
Isothermal Temperature 376 oF 
Isothermal Pressure 24.07 PSIA 
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Building the Condenser 
The condenser will totally condense the vapor and send it to the decanter. The separator 
block has the feature to calculate the bubble point temperature at a fixed pressure. The 
pressure of the condenser is 19.7 PSIA and the temperature will calculated such that 
almost all of the vapor is condensed into a liquid phase. Another way of looking at this 
calculation is to determine the temperature at which this solution will boil. 
 

Block: Condenser 
Block Name: CONDENSER 
Block Type: Separate 
Inlet Stream VAP TO COND 
Vapor Outlet Stream OFF GAS 
Liquid Outlet Stream DECANT 
Organic Outlet Stream None 
Solid Outlet Stream None 
Parameters: Calculation Type Bubble Point 
Isothermal Pressure 19.7PSIA 

 

Defining the Decanter Split 
The condensed liquid will be split off to the product stream Naphtha and the remaining 
portion refluxed back to the top stage. Refluxing is important to keep the trays in the 
column “Wet”. When a column dry up on a stage then fouling and increased corrosion 
can be expected as well as various types of break through. 
 

Block: Decanter split 
Block Name: DECANTER SPLIT 
Block Type: Split (flow) 
Inlet Stream DECANT 
Outlet Stream 1 NAPTHA 
Outlet Stream 2 REFLUX 
Parameters: Split Flow:  
REFLUX 

2000 lmol/hr 

Parameters: Split Fraction: 
NAPTHA 

1.0 

 
We have now completed the process build stage. We will now “Run” the process.  
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Simulating the Simple Crude Distillation Unit 
We are now ready to simulate the process. We have introduced three tear stream (see 
earlier examples for a description of recycle streams). We have picked three streams for 
you: 
 

Recommended Recycle Streams 
VAP TO S2 
LIQ TO S2 
REFLUX 

 
On the Process Analysis dialog, select Recycle from the items. 

 
 
This will display the recycle options: 
 

 
 
Select SELECT TEAR(S) 
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Unlike the previous examples, there are three possible recycle choices. This list will 
display all of the choices ESP has detected. Please scroll down and find our 
recommended choice. 
 
We now need to provide some initial values for the recycle streams. Remember there are 
three you must for which you must provide guesses. 
 

 
 
From the Recycle Options select TEAR STREAM GUESS 
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You will have to select each stream in turn. Here are the estimates (they are rather 
specific to help save time in class) 
 
TEAR Stream Initial Values 
 VAP TO S2 LIQ TO S2 REFLUX  
Temperature 610 375 55.1 oF 
Pressure 32.7 24.07 19.7 PSIA 
Flow 2798 2365 2000 Lmol/hr 
H2O 578 11.5 633.8 Lmol 
CH4 1.6 0.06 1.4 Lmol 
C2H6 3.3 0.08 2.8 Lmol 
C3H8 47.2 1.9 40.8 Lmol 
C4H10 106.4 6.5 91.7 Lmol 
ISOBUTANE 29.7 1.6 25.6 Lmol 
HCL 0.001 0.003 0.000006 Lmol 
CRUDE_530K 266.6 655.1 65.7 Lmol 
CRUDE_248K 337.7 11.5 292.5 Lmol 
CRUDE_284K 300.4 2.7 260.9 Lmol 
CRUDE_320K 0.00002 0.000003 0.00002 Lmol 
CRUDE_354K 6.7 1.4 5.86 Lmol 
CRUDE_389K 108.1 40.0 89.2 Lmol 
CRUDE_424K 214.0 149.5 168.3 Lmol 
CRUDE_459K 245.0 308.9 169.3 Lmol 
CRUDE_494K 268.6 530.9 134.9 Lmol 
CRUDE_564K 166.7 392.8 14.4 Lmol 
CRUDE_598K 73.5 162.1 2.4 Lmol 
CRUDE_634K 27.6 56.0 0.3 Lmol 
CRUDE_669K 10.8 20.9 0.03 Lmol 
CRUDE_705K 4.1 7.9 0.003 Lmol 
CRUDE_740K 1.6 3.1 0.0003 Lmol 
CRUDE_775K 0.6 1.2 0.00003 Lmol 
CRUDE_812K 0.1 0.2 0.0000002 Lmol 
CRUDE_843K 0.05 0.1 0 Lmol 
CRUDE_878K 0.01 0.02 0 Lmol 
CRUDE_915K 0.001 0.003 0 Lmol 
CRUDE_951K 0.0005 0.001 0 Lmol 
When you are finished entering the tear streams you can press the <End> key until you 
are on the CALCULATE line and then press <Enter>.  If you opted to enter fewer 
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components that we have in the initial value table then the process may take longer than 
for others. 
 

Reviewing the results for the Simulation 
As with the other simulations you can review the entire output. For this example we will 
only show a few streams. 
 
Some key items to review is the pH of the Naphtha stream (2.6) and the amount of 
chlorides present (0.001 ppm) in the Naphtha stream.  
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Stream RAW CRUDE RESIDUE NAPTHA AGO
Phase Aqueous Aqueous Aqueous Aqueous
Temperature, F 249.9998 609.9998 55.11254 485.0006
Pressure, psia 110 32.70002 19.70002 24.03002
pH  7.63692 7.30289 2.52975
Total lmol/hr 5781.976 4206.75 2302.883 186.0298
Flow Units molefrac molefrac molefrac molefrac
H2O 0.008901487 0.009456 0.316914 0.009593
C3H8 0.008225342 0.000136 0.020403 1.26E-05
C4H10 0.01847397 0.000293 0.045843 6.26E-05
CH4 0.000284685 3.78E-06 0.000708 1.59E-06
CRUDE_248K 0.0582797 3.69E-05 0.146255 1.62E-05
CRUDE_284K 0.05196207 1.89E-30 0.130463 4.54E-14
CRUDE_320K 0.07095689 0.097527 8.97E-09 1.7E-09
CRUDE_354K 0.08315098 0.112681 0.002927 7.76E-05
CRUDE_389K 0.07213851 0.074632 0.044637 0.001904
CRUDE_424K 0.06590477 0.044091 0.084117 0.010063
CRUDE_459K 0.05719721 0.030635 0.084645 0.03722
CRUDE_494K 0.05566365 0.034065 0.067462 0.124725
CRUDE_530K 0.05990133 0.051511 0.032869 0.290109
CRUDE_564K 0.06241862 0.06938 0.007174 0.282286
CRUDE_598K 0.04840386 0.059462 0.001193 0.145008
CRUDE_634K 0.03537431 0.045905 0.000132 0.059747
CRUDE_669K 0.02893174 0.03869 1.56E-05 0.024119
CRUDE_705K 0.0249877 0.033927 1.47E-06 0.009416
CRUDE_740K 0.02341929 0.032023 1.41E-07 0.003753
CRUDE_775K 0.02254762 0.030926 1.25E-08 0.001454
CRUDE_812K 0.02846504 0.039112 9.36E-11 0.000272
CRUDE_843K 0.03518588 0.048356 7.01E-12 0.000115
CRUDE_878K 0.02048327 0.028152 2.22E-13 2.19E-05
CRUDE_915K 0.01069062 0.014694 4.05E-15 3.11E-06
CRUDE_951K 0.008805707 0.012103  1.11E-06
C2H6 0.000569368 2.84E-06 0.001424 5.29E-07
HCL 0.0335114 5.92E-09 1.69E-22 6.6E-09
ISOBUTANE 0.005164979 8.2E-05 0.012817 1.52E-05
OHION  1.01E-07 2.06E-09 1.54E-12
H3OION  1.21E-11 5.13E-09 2.11E-06
NAION  0.04606   
CLION  0.04606 3.07E-09 2.11E-06
Total lb/hr 1167730 959031 177732 42197.58
Volume, L/hr 609.908 481635 105725 22420.9
Enthalpy, cal/hr -24984200000 1.63E+11 -3.33E+10 8.19E+08
Density, g/L 868448 903.192 762.523 853.687
Vapor fraction     
Solid fraction     
Organic fraction     
Osmotic Pres, psia  148480 -13850.79 95261.94
Redox Pot, volts     
Ionic Strength  0.04606 5.13E-09 2.11E-06  
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Chapter 4 Introduction to OLI Pro 
 

Overview 
 
OLI Pro is a collaborative project between OLI Systems, Inc. and Honeywell. It is based 
on the Unisim Design R370 program. OLI Pro uses OLI’s well established aqueous and 
mixed-solvent electrolyte thermodynamics along with OLI’s proprietary numerical 
solvers. OLI Pro combines the power of OLI with Unisim Design’s easy to use interface. 
 
This demonstration will show you how to get started with OLI Pro. Specifically we will 
show you the following: 
 

• How to define the chemistry, referred to as the Basis in OLI Pro 
• How to Set up a Process Flow Diagram (PFD). 
• How to retrieve information 

 
This demonstration involves a simple process. An acidic stream is mixed with a basic 
stream. The resultant mixture is separated and the liquid is neutralized to a pH of 9.0.  
This neutralized liquid is then mixed with a solid. The slurry stream is split to a product 
and a recycle stream. The Recycle stream is returned to the initial mixer. 
 
One of the powerful features of OLI Pro is that the process is solved as the process is 
built. This means that as we change a process parameter, the entire process is updated. 
 

Getting Started 
 
To get started we will start the OLI Pro program.  Once the OLI Splash Screen is 
displayed the Simulation Basis Manager is displayed.   
 
You might find it helpful to expand the windows to fill the entire screen. OLI Pro is a 
graphically intensive program and requires a great deal of real estate on your monitor. 
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Simulation Basis Manager 
 
The Simulation Basis Manager is the introductory screen. The image below is the 
default window. There are many options here but we will not spend too much time 
describing them.  We will only need to look at some specific items. 
 

Component Lists 
Our first task is to specify the chemical components that we will be using in this 
simulation. OLI Pro is capable of using several different component lists which may have 
different phenomena associated with them (such as phase existence, solid selection and 
oxidation and reduction chemistry). 
 
For this demonstration we will only have a single component list. 
 

 
 
On the Components tab click the Add button 
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This will display the Component List View. A default name is given to this view, the 
default name is Component List – 1. 
 
There are several areas on this dialog that we need to discuss. The first is the Add 
Component box. Here we can add Electrolyte components (this is highlighted in the 
image below) or Hypo Components.  
 
The next area is the Selected Components box. As you select components, they will be 
displayed in this box. As you select them, they removed from the next box – 
Components Available in the Library. 
 
This final box is where you will perform most of your tasks for the Basis Management.  
There are several items here that we need to discuss. 
 
Match box Enter the name of the species (if you know it) in this box. As you type the 

name, the list box below automatically scrolls to find your species. 
 
Databank This box has three items. 

1. Additional Databank button: This button allows you to specify a user added 
database (frequently supplied by OLI) 

2. AE radio button This button enables the traditional aqueous-
electrolyte thermdynamics 

3. MSE radio button This button enables the mixed-solvent electrolyte 
thermodynamics. 

 
List/Sort Box This box contains the name of the species in the selected thermodynamic 

framework as well as from the selected databanks. There are three radio 
buttons: 
1. Sim Name:  This is the user defined simulations name 
2. Full Name/Synonym This is the full name (recommended) 
3. Formula name The chemical formula name (e.g., CH4) 
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Enter the component H2O into the Match box. 
 

 
 
As you type the component name the list box sorts and scrolls to an approximate name. 
Here we see that the component H2O (Water H2O) is highlighted. You can see that the 
component H2O2 is close-by. You could use your mouse and select the appropriate 
species at this point if your intent was to use peroxide. This example uses water so we 
will leave the highlighted species as indicated. 
 
Click the  Add Pure button (or double-click the component or press the enter key). 
 

 
 
Repeat the procedure for the components NH3, CO2, SO2, HCL, H2SO4 and NAOH.  
 
When finished, click the “X” in the upper right-hand corner to close the dialog. 
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Fluid Packages 
We are once again returned to the Simulation Basis Manager.  We now need to define 
the fluid package36. 
 

 
 
Click on the Fluid Pkgs tab. 
 
A default fluid package is automatically loaded for OLI Pro. There is only one package 
available.  The current name of the fluid package is Basis-1.  The Current Fluid 
Packages box shows that we have one fluid package with the name Basis-1, the number 
of components (NC) is seven (7) and the property package (PP) is OLI_Electrolyte. 
 

 
Click on the View…button 
 
                                                 
36 For OLI Pro there is only one fluid package. If you are using Unisim Design you may find multiple fluid 
packages such as Soave Redlich and Kwong or Peng-Robinson. 
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There is only one fluid package that from which we can select. This is the 
OLI_Electrolyte package.  We can view the components if we wish by using the View… 
button in the Component List Selection box but we have already done that. 
 
Unique to the OLI_Electrolyte fluid package is the ability to select phases and solids. 
You will notice that the Solid Selection button is grayed out.  This condition exists 
because we have not yet created the OLI Chemistry Model.37 We can add or remove 
entire phases such as the vapour phase, an organic phase38 or solid phases. 
 

 
 
Click the Initialize Electrolytes Environment button.39 

                                                 
37 For uses of OLI ESP, at this point we have yet to create the MOD or DBS files.  These file will be 
created as saved in your Windows Temp Folder. 
38 Strictly speaking, this is a phase where the component water is not dominant. Traditionally these were 
organic phases but the MSE model allows for such systems such as 100 % H2SO4 which is not aqueous 
nor organic. 
39 You could skip this step if you did not want to modify the chemistry. Here we want to show you how it’s 
done. 
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Here you can see that the Solid Selection button has become active. 

 
 
Click the Solid Selection button. 
 
A pop-up dialog will appear. The global selection is to include all solids. A user may 
wish to exclude some solids because they do not form in the time frame of the process or 
because the user knows the process is running at a condition that does not form solids. 
Removing solids speeds the calculation but beware, you may get thermodynamically 
inconsistent results if you remove a solid for speed considerations alone.   
 
Here we see that all of the solids are included. To exclude a solid simply click in the box 
next to the species name and toggle it to exclude. We will accept all the species. 

 
 
Click the “X” in the upper right-hand corner. 
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We have now finished with defining the simulation basis. In the parlance of OLI, we 
have defined the chemistry. 
 
Click the Enter Simulation Environment… button. 
 

Building the Process Flow Diagram 
 
We will now begin to build our process flow diagram (PFD). You will now see the 
default OLI Pro PDF. The default colors are a deep green as the background. This text 
has been converted to white to make the unit operations more clear. The appendix will 
describe how to change preferences. 
 

 
 
Click the window maximize button in the PFD Case (Main) Window. 
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Process Material Streams 
Our first step is to put some streams on the PFD. The PFD palate is displayed by default. 
We will not describe all the icons at this time but this demonstration will use a fair 
number of them. The blue arrow is a process material stream. In this object you will 
define the composition of the stream. 
 

 
 
Click the Process Material stream.  
 
This enables the “Cross-Hairs” on the PDF. Click on the PDF near the left-hand side. 
Next click again a little lower. This will display two streams: “1” and “2”. By default, 
OLI Pro will number your streams. You can rename them if you like. For now, we will 
use the default name.  
 

 
The streams are colored light-blue (actually cyan). This indicates that there is no 
information for the stream.  
 
Double-click stream 1. 
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This will display the Process Material Streams dialog. Entries in blue are defined by the 
user. Entries in black are calculated or displayed by OLI Pro. In this example we have a 
stream with the following composition: 
 
Temperature  = 40  oC 
Pressure  = 101.325 kPa 
Molar Flow  = 200.0  kgmole/h 
H2O   = 0.98  mole fraction 
NH3   = 0.018  mole fraction 
CO2   = 0.001  mole fraction 
SO2   = 0.001  mole fraction 
 
The dialog has a column named Worksheet. There are several items under Worksheet. 
Make sure the item Conditions is highlighted (it is the default after double-clicking the 
stream). 
 

 
 
Click in the cell next to Temperature and enter 40 oC 
 
Repeat for Pressure and Molar Flow 
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You will notice that the value for pressure appears to be truncated to 101.3 kPa. The 
actual value of 101.325 is still stored.  The status bar is yellow at the bottom of the dialog 
which indicates that either the stream has not converged or information is still missing. 

 
 
Click on the Composition item. 
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Enter a value of 0.98 as mole fraction for water 
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As soon as you press the enter key to accept the value a new dialog will pop-up. 
 

 
 
You can now enter the compositions for all the components. The default composition 
basis is mole fraction. You can change it to mass fraction, mole flow or mass flows as 
required. We will remain in mole fractions for this exercise. 
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Finish entering the compositions above. Notice that when you are done, the total is 
displayed. It should be 1.0. If it was not, you could normalize the values. In this case 
click the OK button. 
 
You can see that the compositions are now entered. Notice that the yellow bar has turned 
green. This indicates that the stream has now converged and there stream property values 
available. 
 

 
 
Click on the Electrolytes item. 
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This dialog (unique to the OLI_Electrolytes fluid package) show the electrolyte packages.  
We can see that the pH of the stream is approximately 9.640. Also reported are osmotic 
pressure, ionic strength, heat capacity, viscosity and electrical conductivity.  The default 
display is for the aqueous phase.41 
 
You can also display values for the solids phase. The composition of a vapor phase or an 
non-aqueous phase liquid (commonly referred to as an organic phase) can be found by 
selecting the Composition category under Worksheet. 
 

 
 
Click the Composition radio button in the True Species Box. 

                                                 
40 The actual pH value may change as the underlying databases are revised. The pH should be 
approximately the same if you entered the correct values. 
41 For MSE models, if a single liquid phase is present then it is reported as an “Aqueous” phase. Please 
keep in mind that this may not be a water-rich phase. For systems that have two liquid phases, the water-
rich phase is reported as “Aqueous”. 
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Here we report the actual true-species composition of the stream. You can grab and 
stretch the window to display more information.  The grid can be copied to the paste 
buffer and pasted into programs such as Microsoft’s Excel program. 
 
 

 
 
Click the “X” in the upper right-hand corner to close the dialog. 
 
You are returned to the PDF. You can see that stream 1 has turned a dark blue. This 
indicates that the stream has been calculated and that information is available for review. 
 

 
 
Double-click stream 2 and enter the following composition. 
Temperature  = 25  oC 
Pressure = 101.325 KPa 
Flow  = 150  kgmole/h 
H2O  = 0.98  mole fraction 
HCL  = 0.002  mole fraction 
H2SO4 = 0.018  mole fraction 
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After entering the composition Confirm that the pH = -0.0252 
 

Mixer 
Using the PDF palate select the Mixer icon. 
 

 
 
Now click on the PFD near the arrow ends of the streams we just entered. 
 

 
 
Now double-click the mixer MIX-100 
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Each dialog in OLI Pro for a unit operation may have several tabs and categories. In other 
examples we will see more of these tabs and categories. For now we will use only our 
default values. 

 
 
Click in the box named Inlets which will display a drop-down box listing currently 
available streams. 
 

 
 
Select Stream 1 and then repeat to Select Stream 2. 
 
Your input should be similar to the following dialog. 
 
We now need to define an outlet stream. If we had any available streams we could simply 
select them like we did for the inlet stream. Currently this process has no extra streams so 
we will define one.  
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Enter the number 3 in the Outlet box. 
 
 

 
 
Notice that the status bar has turned green indicating that the Mixer has completed 
solving. 
 
Click the “X” in the upper right-hand corner to close the dialog. 
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The process is building… 
 
Notice that the outlet stream is blue which indicates that the stream has converged.  Let’s 
quickly review the properties of stream 3. 
 

 
 
Double-click stream 3 
 

 
 
Notice that the temperature of stream is 40.1 oC. There has been a small amount of 
heating during the reaction.   
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Click on the Composition Category. 
 
 

 
 
Notice that the pH is approximately 1.1.  This converged stream behaves like any other 
stream. 
 
Click on the “X” in the upper right-hand corner to close the dialog. 
 
A small amount of vapor has been created and we will need to separate this phase from 
the liquid phase. 
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Separator 
 

 
 
Click on the 2-phase separator on the palate and drag a separator to the PFD. 
 

 
 
The separator (named V-100 or similar) is red because we are lacking information that 
defines it. 
 
Double-Click the separator V-100 
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The separator dialog is now displayed.  We next need to connect the outlet of the 
upstream unit to this separator. 
 

 
 
Click the <<Stream>>  text to add an available stream.  
 
The currently available stream is stream “3”.  Add a vapor stream “4” and a liquid stream 
“5”. 
 

 
 
Click on the “X” to close the dialog. 
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The PFD now updates, all the streams are blue indicating that they have been calculated 
successfully. 
 

 
 
The liquid stream “5” has the same pH as stream “3”. No chemical operations occurred 
during the separation (although you could have added new streams to the separator). We 
now need to raise the pH to 9.0 for post-treatment purposes. 
 

pH Neutralizer 
 

 
 
Select the Electrolyte Unit Operations from the palate. 
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A sub-palate opens (be careful, it may show up anywhere but usually in the upper right-
hand corner of the PFD) 
 

 
 
Select the pH Neutralizer (the first icon)and then click on the PFD. 
 

 
 
The pH-100 block has been added but is red because we need to define more properties. 
 
Double-click the icon PH-100 
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The pH neutralizer dialog is displayed. There are many options but we will only explore a 
few items. Essentially the Reagent Stream, pictured at the top, will have the flowrate 
varied to match a target pH. 
 

 
 
Connect stream “5” to the inlets as before. Create a stream “6” as the reagent stream. 
Create stream “7” to the vapor outlet stream and stream “8” to the liquid outlet stream. 
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We are not yet finished. 

 
 
Click on the Parameters category. 

 
Add a pH specification of 9.0 
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The pH Neutralizer can vary the inflow significantly and result in unconverged cases if 
we allow the flow to vary too much. We will bound our reagent flow. A good rule of 
thumb for a Neutralizer is not to let the reagent flow fall below 0.0 kgmole/h (no flow) 
and limit it to about 3 times the initial flowrate. We will see in a few minutes that the 
initial flow of the reagent is 100 kgmole/h so an upper bound of 300 kgmole is 
reasonable. 
 
Click on the Solver category and update the screen as shown. 
 

 
 
Click the red “X” in the upper right-hand corner to close the dialog. 
 
We now see that the pH neutralizer (PH-100) is boarded by a faint yellow box and that 
streams “6”, “7” and “8” are light blue. This indicates that the unit operation has not 
calculated. 
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Double-click on stream “6” and enter the following composition 
 
Temperature = 30  oC 
Pressure = 101.325 KPa 
Flow  = Do not specify 
H2O  = 0.98   mole fraction 
NAOH  = 0.02  mole fraction 
 
Close the stream “6” dialog. 
 
The program should calculate immediately. The trace window in the lower right-hand 
side will flash with iteration information,  In a few moments the program will halt.  
 
Click the liquid stream “8” 
 

 
 
The total flow is 586 kgmole/h which is the sum of most of the inlet streams minus what 
was vented in the separator. 
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Click on the Electrolyte category 
 

 
 
Here you can see that the neutralized pH is exactly 9.0 which is what was specified. 
 
Close Stream “8” and Double-click on Stream “6” 
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Here we can see that the reagent stream was calculated to have a flowrate of 234 
kgmole/h. 
 
 

Controllers (A different Approach to pH Neutralization) 
 
pH Neutralizer blocks are a simple method of setting the pH of a liquid stream.  There are 
some design difficulties with using a pH Neutralizer: 
 

• If the pH Neutralizer fails you may not get sufficient information as to the cause 
of the failure. 

• You may need to control the pH by the addition of reagent elsewhere in the 
process 

• You may need to control something other than pH. 
 
As such we are going to remove the pH neutralizer and replace it with a feedback 
controller. 
 
This would be a very good time to save the document! 
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Click on the icon PH-100 and then press the delete key. 
 
 

 
 
This removed the pH neutralizer from the PFD (good thing you saved the file??). 
 
Change the molar flow of stream 6 to 100 kgmole/h42 
 
Now add a new Separator and add stream “5” and “6” as inlets and the vapor outlet 
as stream “7” and the liquid as stream “8” 
 
Notice that these streams were already present on the PFD. 
 
 

 
 
Next select the Adjuster unit operation from the palate and then click on the PFD.43 
 
 

                                                 
42 At this point you should be comfortable with entering into streams and unit operations. We will no longer 
provide as much detail on objects already covered. 
43 Adjuster unit operations are also referred to as controllers for those of you who used ESP or Design 
Spec’s for Aspen PLUS users. 
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Double-click the ADJ-1 icon. 
 

 
 
The ADJ block looks similar to other OLI Pro blocks but there is a lot of specification 
hidden behind the scene.  What we will do is to specify a target variable (in this case pH) 
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and the target value (9.0). We will then specify the object that will be adjusted to meet 
this value. 
 
Click the Select Var… button 
 

 
 
There seems to be a lot to choose from. The liquid leaving the new separator (V-101) 
needs to have its pH adjusted.  
 
Select object 8 and Variable pH Value (AQ-Phase) 
 
Close the dialog. 
 

 
 
Enter a value of 9 for the Specified Target Value. 
 

 
 
Next click the Select Var… button in the Adjusted Variable box. 
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We are going to vary the molar flow of stream “6” the reagent stream from the previous 
example. 
 

 
Select the objects as indicated above. 
 

 
 
Adjuster unit operations can also vary widely. It is best to put some limits on the 
parameters before we allow the program to execute.  
Click the Parameters Mini Tab 
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The Tolerance field is empty by default.  The controller follows a simple set of equations: 

 
 

alueSpecifiedVueCurrentValError −=
 

If Error <= Tolerance then the adjuster operation is converged. 
 

 
 
Enter a tolerance of 0.1 for the pH value. In practice most pH probes can measure pH 
values better than 0.1 pH units but we want to show the effect of tolerance. 
 
Click the Start button 
 
The adjuster operation will iterate with the output displayed in the trace window. 
 

 
 
When done close the adjuster dialog 
 
The PFD has updated and we can see the adjuster streams (in green) displayed. 
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Click on stream “8” and then select the Electrolytes category. 

 
 
You can see that the pH is 9.0002 which is well inside the tolerance. 
 
Click on the Conditions category. 

 
 
We can see that the Molar Flow is 234 kgmole/h as it was in the first example. 
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Close the dialog and then right-click on Stream “6”  
Select Show Table 

 
 
We now have a quick method of displaying the stream information on the PFD. Position 
the box so you do not obscure other unit operations. 
 

Recycles 
 
We are now going to take our neutralized liquid stream and add some reactants and 
recycle the stream back upstream. There are a variety of reasons to recycle material. 
Some are: 
 

• Reagent minimization 
• Increase residence time 
• Partial process cooling. 

 
To get ready to add the recycle loop we need to add some new components to the 
process.  Using the palate add a new mixer and attach stream “8” to it. Add a new inlet 
stream “9” and a single outlet stream “10” 
 

 
 
Add Stream 9 
 
Temperature = 25  oC 
Pressure = 101.325 kPa 
Flow  = 75  kgmole/h 
NACL  = 1.0  mole fraction 
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Splitter (Split Tee) 
We now need to remove part of our process liquid for further processing and return a 
portion of the liquid upstream for pH reagent m A different Approach to pH 
Neutralization minimization.  
 

 
 
Add a Splitter to the PFD. Double-click the icon when added. 
 

 
 
Connect stream “10” to the inlet and create two outlet stream “11” and “12”. 
 
Next, click on the Parameters Category. 
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We need to decide how much flow will go to each stream.  75% will go to stream “11” 
for further processing and 25% will be recycled upstream. 
 
Add the flow ratios as indicated. 

 
 
Close the dialog. 
 

 
The PFD should look something like this (don’t worry if it doesn’t) 
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Locate the original mixer MIX-100 and then double-click the icon. 
 

 
 
Add stream “12” to the inlets and then close the dialog. 
 

 
 
You can see that a light-blue stream has been recycled back upstream.  Unfortunately the 
program is left in an indeterminate state.  Stream “12” has no data and therefore does not 
allow MIX-100 to process. The program is waiting for some help from you. 
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Recycle Assistant 
 
We need to define a recycle operation which allows the program to set an initial 
condition for a stream so all the unit operations initially calculate. The recycle operation 
then iterates in a similar fashion as the adjuster operation until all streams are converged. 
 
Select Tools from the menu at the top of the PFD. 
 

 
 
Next select Recycle Assistant… 
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OLI Pro will search the existing PDF and report to you a suggested stream to “TEAR” 

 
 
A TEAR stream is the stream for which we will provide initial values. The program will 
then use those initial values to converge the downstream unit operation. All the unit 
operations are then converged until a new value for the TEAR stream is obtained. There 
are tolerances (similar to the adjuster unit operation) which are specified such that when 
two sets of values for the TEAR stream are within the tolerance, the program is then 
converged. 
 
Here the program is recommending stream “3” to be the TEAR stream. 
 
Click the Add Recycle button. 
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You will be prompted to add a new stream either upstream or downstream of the selected 
TEAR stream. We will use the default choice of Up Stream 
 

 
 
Click the OK button. 
 

 
 
A new unit operation has been added RCY-1. This will appear on the PFD. Close this 
dialog. 
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The PFD updates with a new stream “13”.  The diagram is a bit convoluted but we can 
change it later. 
 

 
 
Here we have dragged the RCY-1 to the top of the PFD. Notice that the streams may not 
have rerouted. You can move them as well. 

 
 
We now need to add a composition to the stream “3”. Add the following information: 
 
Stream 3 
 
Temperature = 40  oC 
Pressure = 101.325 kPa 
Flow  = 350  kgmole/h 
H2O  = 1.0  mole fraction 
 
Close the stream “3” dialog. The program should start to calculate. 
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After a few moments, the program should be converged (with all streams blue) 

 
 
Notice that the molar flow for stream “6” in the grid has been reduced from 234 to 216 
kgmole/h. 
 
Please save the document. 
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